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Pereiaslav Treaty is "Golgotha of Ukraine/'wrote Berdnyk
LONDON. England. - Writing in
1979. the year that the Soviet Union
observed the 325th anniversary of the
"reunification" of Ukraine with Russia,
philosopher and author Oles Berdnyk
asserted that the Treaty of Pereiaslav
concluded in 1654 brought about the
"Golgotha of Ukraine."
"Look at my forehead. Russia — you
will see a crown of thorns! Yes. the
result of the long-time union of our
nations is the Golgotha of Ukraine plundered, tortured, lied about and
crucified." states Berdnyk in his open
letter "to Russia - past, present and
future." titled "Ukraine's. Crown of
Thorns."
The letter, dated January 7.1979. was
recently received in the West, along with
other works by Berdnyk. by the Ukrai
nian Central Information Service here.
Berdnyk. a member of the Ukrainian
Public Group to Promote the Imple
mentation of the Helsinki Accords, was
arrested on March 6. 1979. and sen
tenced on December 21. 1979. to six
years of imprisonment and three years
of inter"" I ?vile

"Russia!...326 years ago in Pereiaslav
we gave one another our knightly words
of honor for brotherhood, unity and
loyalty," writes Berdnyk: "You received
our wealthy lands, Russia, and. in
addition, our hard-working hands and
artistic souls, of which there are few
equals in the world."
And in return, notes the author, "you
destroyed the cradle of independence —
the Zaporozhian Sich," and "began to
drink up. to dry out the creative well of
Ukraine."
"You became a gigantic prison of
nations and did not want to destroy this
prison after the October Revolution,
but clenched,the sceptre of brutality
even more tightly in your right hand."
"Who will measure the ocean of
suffering in whichyUkraine swims?" asks
Berdnyk. "Who will describe the suf
fering -of millions who died from the
artificial famine in 1933? Who will i..
able to tell about the wailing of those
who were guiltlessly shot in 1937-39?
Who will embrace with a spiritual eye
the unmeasured world of humiliation,
injustice, degradation, imprisonment,
unknown deaths, hungering, loss of

ideals - that world which.became a
historic phantom of Ukraine, its curse,
its unceasing reality?"
Even today, Berdnyk continues, "you
do not want to soften your cruel heart.
Russia. All thefinersons of the Ukraini
an spirit are again in prison, in exile,
under the sleepless eye of the gen
darmes! Each one that told you the
word of Truth felt the blow of your
sceptre of brutality."
Berdnyk concludes that "Every na
tion should determine its own fate, not
allowing other nations to assume the
leading initiative:" and then cautions
Russia: "Remember — now is the time
for you to make a decision: either to be
resurrected within the circle of free
nations, or to fall into desolation and
oblivion."
,. "Only complete -freedom for thenations you chained can free you."
Berdnyk asserts.
"I stand before you, ancient dragon,
with an unprotected chest - but fear
lessly." Berdnyk stresses. "You will not
be able to defeat me. for I am the
Immortal Spirit of Ukraine."

Oles Berdnyk

1979 UCCA National Fund drive exceeds goal

In its report on January 10. the
UCCA said that a total of SI2I.O0O was
collected and that S29.000 more was
needed to attain the year's objective.
The 1979 fund-raising campaign closed
on January 18, 1980. but inthespanofa
few days the UCCA collected not only
the balance of the needed S29.000. but
an additional SI6.623.64. raising the
total collection for the 1979 UNFund to
S 166.623.64.

campaign. For a number of years
Philadelphia has been the leader iri the
campaign, and this year collected
SI6.383. The Philadelphia" UCCA
branch has one of the best systems for
collecting the contributions, whereby
they can raise several thousand dollars
in a short span of time. For instance, by
the end of December 1979. the Phila
delphia branch's total amounted to
about S 10.000. but in two weeks of
January 1980, they collected over
S6.000. The UCCA branch in Philadel
phia has been headed for the past few
years by Prof. Peter G. Stercho. and
collection drives are effectuated by D.
Tkachuk. P. Tarnawsky. I. Skochylas
and N. Nych.

The successful completion of the
fund-raising campaign is the result of
the efforts of UCCA branches and their
chairmen and collectors, who remitted
approximately two-thirds of the total.
Only one-third consists of individual
collections sent directly to the UCCA
Central Office.
Over 80 Ukrainian communities took
an active part in the fund-raising

Second place was taken by Chicago
with a total of SI5.657. The Chicago
UCCA branch for the past two years
has been headed by Dr. Myroslaw
Charkewycz who personally campaigns
for the fund along with other activists.
One of the generous contributors in the
Chicago area is Mykola Senchyshak. a
businessman who for the past few years

NEW YORK. NY. - (UCCA Spe
cial). The UCCA Executive Board
reported on February I that the
1979 goal of the Ukrainian National
Fund drive has surpassed the budgetary
objective of SI50.000.

The total comprises the following contributions (the 1978 contributions are
listed for comparison):
1978
' 1979
S145.403.66
Individual donations:
SI32.283.60
Membership dues from organizations:
S17.945.00
S20.245.00
Special donations:
SIO.002.51
S974.98
Total:

SI60.231.il

SI66.623..64

has been contributing SI,000 to the
fund. Others from the area who donated
larger amounts are the Security Savings
and Loan Association — 51,500, and
Dr. Charkewycz, the Self-Reliance
Credit Union and Dr. Maria SlyshFischer,jvith S500 eaeh.
Third place in the campaign went to
New York with a sum of SI4,494. But
New York operates under unique cir
cumstances in that the bulk of collec
tions is brought in or mailed to the
UCCA Central Office. New York con
tributors do not wait for collectors but
very often bring in their donations
personally. The metropolitan New
York total also includes collections of
two other UCCA branches - in Brook
lyn and Ozone Park. Heading the New
York metropolitan branch is Evhen
Ivashkiv
Also, the Trident Ukrainian Savings
Bank in Newark donated S 1,250.
In the UCCA statistical chart there
are 64 communities which under the
guidance of the UCCA branches parti
cipated actively in the fund drive. Of
these, 38 communities collected over
S 1,000 each depending on the size of the
Ukrainian population in a given lo
cality. Some small communities ful
filled their quotas almost 100 percent.
Other communities contributed as
follows: Newark - 58,645; Southeast
.Michigan. (Detroit), --S7,540; Buffalo

- 54,366; Jersey City - 54.290; Ro
Chester - S3.785; Yonkers - 53,495
Cleveland - 53,426; Hartford 53,200
New Haven - 53.090;.
Lesser sums were collected by th
following communities: Washington
DC. - 52,760; Syracuse - S2.635
Boston — 52,390; Youngstown
S2.390; Florida - S2,360; Passai
(Bergen County) - 52,340; Lorain
SI,920.
The following communities collected
over 51,000; Baltimore, Detroit-Met
ropolitan branch. Elizabeth, Mil
waukee and the state of Wisconsin.
Willimantic, Minneapolis, Phoenix.
California (Los Angeles and San Fran
cisco), Chester, Delaware County. Pa..
Utica, Nassau County, Kerhonkson.
Bridgeport, Hammond, Watervliet.
Colchester, Cohoes, Pittsburgh and
Troy.
Other smaller communities contri
buted less than 51,000; Denver, Au
burn, Allentown, Amsterdam. Саг–
teret, Binghamton, Canton, Whippany
Morris County, Reading. Elmira, New
Brunswick-Bound Brook. Wisconsin
Dells. Omaha. Trenton, SomervilleManville, Kentucky, New Britain.
Wilmington, Houston, Bayonne, Kan
sas and Missouri. Aliquippa. Perth
Amboy, Akron, Camden, New Hamp
shire arid Norwich.
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35 congressmen seek release of Lukianenko 17 UCCA member-organizations
The letter was signed by
Reps.
WASHINGTON. DC.
Thirtyfive membervof the House of Repre Charles F. Dougherty (R-Pa.). .William reject National Council resolutions
sentatives signed a joint letter to Soviet Carney (R-N.Y.). Bill Archer (R-TexNEW YORK. NY.
Seventeen la Plawiuk: and recalled Ivan Oleksyn
Communist Party leader Leonid Bre as). Richard L. Ottinger (D-N.Y.).
zhnev, demanding the release from Austin J. Murphy (D-Pa.). Norman F. national member-organizations,of 'he as the I'CCA representative in the
Lent (R-N.Y). Michael D. Barnes (D- .Ukrainian Congress Committee of WCFU Presidium.
incarceration of Lev Lukianenko.
The 17 national organizations ex
In their letter sent late last year the Md.(. James L. Oberstar (D-Minn.). America have rejected the three contro
U.S lawmakers charge that the Benjamin S. Rosenthal (D-N.Y.). Les versial resolutions adopted by the pressed rejection of the resolutions in a
statement.
"Position on UCCA
UCCA
National
Council
at
its
Decem
"severity of Mr. Lukianenko`s pu AuCoin (D-Ore.). Parren J Mitchell
Events." released here February 4.
nishment is bewildering." They wrote (D-Md.). Robert J. Lagomarsino (R- ber 15. 1979. meeting.
In the statement the signatories
In the resolutions the National Coun
that Lukianenko. who was convicted of Calif.). Adam J. Benjamin (D-lnd.).
"anti-Soviet
agitation and pro Antonio Adam .1. Benjamin (Guam). cil censured Gen. PetroGrigorenkoand assert: "These decisions (resolutions)
jolted
the conscience of the Ukrainian
paganda." was in fact not a criminal but Edward J. Derwinski (R-lll.). Edwin B. stated that it would not support the
a person concerned with the implemen Forsythe (R-N.J.). Fortr.ey H. Stark activities of the External Representa community, undermined the prestige of
tation of the Helsinki Accords in the (D-Calif.). John J. Duncan (R-Tenn.). tion of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group the I'CCA and may lead to division of
John H. Rousselot (R-Calif.). William which he heads: instructed the UCCA the Ukrainian community at precisely
Soviet Union.
"As a signatory of the Final Act of the H. Brodhead (D-Mich.). Melvin H. Executive Committee to write a letter to that time when world events demand
Helsinki agreement and the Universal Evans (Virgin Islands). Nicholas Mav- the Secretariat of the World Congress the fullest harmony and tolerance from
Declaration of Human Rights, your roules (D-Mass.). Vic Fazio (D-Calif.). of Free Ukrainians demanding the us."
i( oiuiiiurd on pugr 'i
government is obligated to uphold the Paul Simon (D-IIL). S. William Green resignation of WCFU president Myko
cause of human rights." the U.S. legisla (R-N.Y). William J. Hughes (D-N.J).
tors told Brezhnev. "Lev Lukianenko`s Bruce F. Vento (D Minn). Dante B.
conviction and the harshness of his Fascell (D-Fla.). Margaret M. Heckler
sentence raise the serious question (R-Mass.). Larry McDonald (D-Ga.).
about the Soviet Union's intent regard Millicent Fenwick (R-N.J.). Allen E.
ing implementation of the Helsinki Ertel (D-Pa.). Lester L. Wolff (D-N.Y.).
Robert H. Michel'(R-lll.) and Martin
agreement."
The Presidium approved the fol
TORONTO. Ont.
The Presidium
"We appeal to you. on humanitarian Frost (D-Texas).
of the World Congress of Free Ukraini lowing text to be sent to these membergrounds, to release Lev Lukianenko."
Also last year. 35 senators signed a ans ruled at its Saturday. February 2. organizations.
they wrote. "We urge you to release Lev similar letter to Brezhnev in defense of meeting in New York City that there is
"The Presidium of the WCFU. at its
Lukianenko as evidence of the Soviet Lukianenko. That action was initialed no conflict of interest in the case of meeting on February 2. 19X0. Teviewed
Union's commitment to the cause of by the Philadelphia Human Rights for Mykola Plawiuk concurrently heading your letter, in which you express the
human rights."
Ukraine Committee.
the WCFU and a political organization, opinion that Mykola Plawiuk cannot
І
\
the Leadership of Ukrainian Nation fulfill the duties of WCFU president in
light of his election as head of a political
alists.
The Presidium noted that "there is no organization, and made a decision,
conflict of interest which would require taking into consideration all facts, that
his (Mr. Plawiuk's) resignation from the there is no conflict of interest which
would require his resignation from the
post of WCFU president."
The decision was made in response to post of WCFU president."
HELSINKI. Finland. - Oleksa unknown percentage of people can
Information about the ruling was
Tykhy`s "Reflections on Ukrainian make use of the services of great art. In letters from WCFU member-organi
Language and Culture in the Donetske addition all the theaters are Russian in zations which alleged that Mr. Plawiuk. provided by the WCFU information
t
Oblast," the first document to be cited language and in spirit. Therefore the who was elected president of the Lea service.
Other news of the meeting, which was
in-the -Soviet authorities' case against root (indigenous) population is'com dership 6f Ukrainian Nationalists after
Ukrainian Helsinki group founding pletely deprived of a cultural life. his election as WCFU president at the held at the UCCA Central Office, will
members Tykhy and Mykola Rudenko. Palaces of culture, clubs and palaces of Third WCFU Congress, could not hold appear in the next issue of The Ukraini
an Weeklv.
was recently received here by the "Smo- pioneers also avoid Ukrainian themes the posts simultaneously.
loskyp" Ukrainian Information Ser and language. There is a large network
of movie theaters, but none of them ever
vice.
In the 17-page work Tykhy lists many shows a Ukrainian-language film. The
examples of assimilation. Russification language of television and radio and
and national discrimination against the broadcasts in the oblast is also 80-90
Ukrainian population of the Donetske percent Russian.
oblast.
In academic-research institutions,
WHEATON. Jll. - Recent arrests of
The Rev. Kapitanchuk went on to sayHe wrote in "Reflections" that he technicums. goverment agencies,'busi Christians in the Soviet Union indicate that the Rev. Dudko`s life was devoted
could not be "indifferent" to the process nesses, railroads they have also re a new turn in Soviet anti-religious to preaching the Gospel and to pastoral
of assimilation of his people "because nounced the Ukrainian language in full policy, according to the Rev. Viktor care of his parishioners and that he was
such indifference is conscious inhibition or almost in full..."
Kapitanchuk, secretary of the Christian not involved in political action. Hesaid
of the cultural development of the
Through his article. Tykhy wrote, he Committee for the Defense of Believers' that even though the Rev. Dudko was
nation and because with the destruction would like to: "I. Awaken in his Ukrai- Rights in the USSR, reported Keston interested solely in the promotion of
of the language comes the destruction of
News Service.
(( опііішгті on pajr I'M
religion, this did not prevent his arrest.
all cultural achievements of a nation, its
In an interview with Keston College,
The latest arrests of the Orthodox.
potential minds, talents and geniuses."
the Rev. Kapitanchuk said there was Pentecostals and Baptists show that the
The Soviet court accused Tykhy of
widespread outrage at the Rev. Fedir Soviet government has inaugurated a
"deliberately disfiguring the real posi
Dudko`s arrest. The Rev. Dudko is new phase of blatant persecution,
tion of the Ukrainian Soviet national
reportedly suffering from thrombophle according to the Rev. Kapitanchuk.
culture, and asserting, from a nation
bitis in Lefortovo prir..ii where he is
In his opinion, by demoralizing the
alistic viewpoint, that the root popula
being held. The Rev Kapitanchuk said Church and crushing its spirit, the
tion of the Donetske oblast is suppos
the arrest was particularly disturbing authorities will only do themselves
edly deprived of cultural life, and that
because the Rev. Dudko was a legally damage, especially in this latest attempt
MUNICH. West Germany. - Work registered priest who served in a parish to "strangle a real, living Christian
the life of a cultured person does not
ers at a pallette factory in Homberg- and worked within the law.
differ from that of an animal."
faith."
Tykhy was subsequently sentenced to Ohm discovered a message from two
political
prisoners
hidden
in
a
shipment
10 years' imprisonment and five years'
of wood fr nn the Soviet Union, re
exile.
In "Reflections on Ukrainian Lan ported the Ukrainian Central Informa
guage and Culture in the Donetske tion Service (UCIS).
УМРЛІНСНСИЙ ЩОАІННИК
Ч Щ ^
UKRAINIAN
D A I 11
Oblast" Tykhy writes:
The message was signed by VolodyFOUNDED 1893
"Today the Donetske oblast belongs myr Mykhailenko. a Ukrainian, and
Ukra.man newspaper published by the Ukrainian National Association Jnc at 30 Montgomery
to the sovereign national government of Nisamatdin Akhmetov. a Turkestani.
Street. Jersey City. N.J 07302. daily except Mondays and holidays.
the workers and peasants - the Ukrai They wrote that they were imprisoned
Svoboda
TELEPHONES:
UNA
nian SSR. There are 4.9 million persons because they had "the courage to think
living in the oblast. Of them. 2.7 million about freedom and to defend their
(201)434-0237
(201)451-2200
(201)434-0807
are Ukrainians (55 percent); 1.9 million opinions, and, especially, to speak and
from New York (212) 227-5250
Russians (37.6 percent); 107.000 Greeks write about freedom, rights and de
from New York (212) 2274125
(2.2 percent); 73,000 Byelorussians (1.5 mocracy." said the UCIS.
Subscription rates for THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
percent); and 3.2 percent other nation
J6.00 per year
The two political prisoners, who are
UNA Members
alities...
S2.50 per year
incarcerated in Krasnoiarsk. also told
"In the oblast there are four govern about the repressions inside the con
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
Editors Zenon Snylyk (Managing)
ment dramatic theaters, one opera and centration camps and warned the West
P.O. Box 346. Jersey City. N J. 07303
Ihor Dlaboha
one philharmonic. In quantitative against believing the Soviet govern
Roma Sochan Hadzewycz
relation this is very little. And only an ment,
t;.'. - j-.-:'.'i'

No conflict of interest in
WCFU president's case

Tykhy tells of Russification
in Donetske oblast

Report pew wave of
religious persecution in USSR

Two political inmates
tell of thinking about
freedom, democracy
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UNA Minneapolis District holds meeting
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. - Area 5350,000 which the UNA contributes
UNA activists met two times with annually in order to publish the SvoSupreme President Dr. John O. Flis boda daily and The Ukrainian Weekly,
during his recent trip to the University he asked, "How much longer can the
of Minnesota Immigration History UNA continue this if we sustain losses
Research Center.
in our membership year after year? But
Also present at the meeting was Dr. to terminate our publications would be
Myron Kuropas, Supreme Vice Presi to bring into reality certain Soviet
dent, who was the main speaker on the prophecies." He urged everyone to
occasion of the celebration by the local work harder.
community of the 62nd anniversary of
"Our Ukrainian youth is our future,
the proclamation of Ukraine's indepen and we must entice them to enter our
dence.
ranks so that they can replace us and
Friday evening, January 25, Dr. Flis become the legatees and successors to
and Dr. Kuropas met with 32 UNA this accumulation of 85 years of combranch representatives as well as area munity effort, which is the UNA," urged
community leaders, at which matters of Dr. Kuropas.
UNA and community interest were
Dr. Flis and Dr. Kuropas then ап–
discussed. The meeting was held at St. swered a number of questions pertainMichael's Ukrainian Orthodox Church ing to UNA and community affairs,
hall. It opened by Hilary Papiz. who which included the desirability of
welcomed the community leaders pre organizers for the Minneapolis District,
sent and turned the chairmanship of the methods of interesting Ukrainian youth
meeting to Michael Karkoc. Jaroslaw in Soyuz and generally in Ukrainian
Karpiak acted as secretary.
affairs,-desirability of more youth
Dr. Flis gave a lengthy report on programs to be initiated by the UNA,
UNA activity, including the growth of student scholarships, sending Svoboda
its assets in 1979, which now exceed 544 to all female members of the UNA, the
million. Dr. Flis then proceeded to poor quality of postal service, the
report on the 1979 organizing results. attitude of other Ukrainian fraternals
He analyzed efforts of all organizers towards the UNA, the possibility of a
and secretaries. The UNA ended the merger with the Ukrainian Fraternal
year with a net loss of 1,147 in its total Association, and contents of Svoboda
membership. The Minneapolis District and the 1980 Almanac.
organized only IS new members for a
The questions were brought up for
total of 557,000 worth of insurance, discussion by Messrs. Hucul, Karkoc,
toward a quota of 40 new members for Kuchmarskyj, Tataryn,i, Filimowych,
the year 1979. He urged all present to Denysiuk, Karpiak, Hnojowyj, Papiz,
more intensive efforts in 1980 to reverse Mrs. Mandziega, Dr. Lysyj, Dr. Kozak
the trend.
and the Very Rev. Kudanowych.
Saturday, January 25, Dr. Flis and
Dr. Kuropas reviewed UNA's vast
input into the Ukrainian community life Dr. Kuropas paid a visit to the Univer(( onlinurd on pugr Mi)
during its 85-year history. Quoting the
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The statement was signed by repre
ssentatives of: the Association of Ukrai
іnians of America, the Brotherhood of
`Veterans of the 1st Division of the
IUkrainian National Army, the Bro
ttherhood
of Ukrainian "Sichovi
!Striltsi," the Democratic Association of
1Formerly Repressed Ukrainians in the
!Soviet Union, the Coordinating Com
іmittee of Ukrainian and Ukrainian
,American Veterans Organizations, the
,Association of Ukrainian Veterans in
,America, the Association of Supporters
(of the Liberation Struggle of Ukraine,
іthe Self-Reliance Association of Ukrai
іnians in America (national executive
іboard), the Organization for the Re
Ibirth of Ukraine, the Association of
American Youth of Ukrainian Descent
і(ODUM), the National Plast . Com
іmand and National Plast Council, the
Association of Lands of Sovereign
Ukraine — Ukrainian Farmers Party,
the
Association of Soldiers of the
t
Ukrainian Resistance, the Association
іof Ukrainian Journalists of America,
іthe "Zarevo" Ukrainian Academic
:Society, the Ukrainian Gold Cross and
іthe Association of Ukrainian Sports
іClubs in North America.
The statement was prepared as a
іresult of a meeting held here at the
Ukrainian National Home on Sunday,
February 3.
Initiative for the meeting came from
Roman Danyliuk on behalf of four
veterans' organizations: the Association
of Veterans of Ukrainian Armies, the
Brotherhood of Veterans of the 1st
Division of the Ukrainian National
Army, the Association of Former UPA
(Ukrainian Insurgent Army) Soldiers

and the Coordinating Committee of
Ukrainian and Ukrainian American
Veterans in New York.
The meeting was conducted by an
elected presidium consisting of Dr.
Roman Baranowsky, chairman, and
Nina Samokish, secretary.
After discussing the resolutions in
question, participants decided to reject
them, and elected a committee com
posed of Dr. Baranowsky, Mr.
Danyiiuk and Roman llnycky to draft a
statement of principle, coordinate it
with the signatory organizations and
release it to the press and the UCCA
Executive Committee.
The full text (in translation) of the
"Position on UCCA Events" follows.
We, the undersigned organizations,
having exchanged views about the text
of the resolutions of the UCCA Nation
al Council adopted on December 15,
1979, have decided to inform the Ukrai
nian community about the following:
1. The resolution which states that
the UCCA withholds support from the
External Representation of the Ukrai
nian Helsinki Group and its chairman,
Gen. Petro Grigorenko, is harmful to
the UCCA, the Ukrainian community
in the United States and in the entire
world, and, above all, to the Ukrainian
nation. The undersigned organizations
call on the Ukrainian public to reject
this resolution and to continue its moral
and material support of the External
Representation of the Ukrainian Hel
sinki Group and its activists.
2. The decision which demands that
Mykola Plawiuk immediately resign his
post as president of the World Congress
of Free. Ukrainians, because he, in the
(( onlinurd on page 14)

L.A. hosts Raisa Moroz at independence observances
LOS ANGELES, Calif. - The week
end of January 25-27, will be remem
bered by Ukrainians of southern Cali
fornia by a series of events com
memorating the 62nd anniversary of the
proclamation of Ukraine's indepen
dence and the 61st anniversary of the
Act of Union.
The observances began Tuesday,
January 22, when representatives of the
Ukrainian Culture Center in Los
Angeles, the Los Angeles branch of the
Ukrainian. Congress Committee of
America and the local Ukrainian com
munity raised the Ukrainian flag at the
City Hall.
Councilwoman Peggy Stevenson
read a proclamation signed by Mayor
Thomas Bradley at the City Council
chambers designating January 22 as
Ukrainian Independence Day. Nick
Medvid, UCCA branch president, was
master of ceremonies.
Thursday evening, January 24,
Raisa Moroz and Dr. Walter Dushnyck, editor of The Ukrainian Quar
terly, arrived in Los Angeles and were
met at the airport by representatives of
the Ukrainian Culture Center.
On Friday, January 25, Mrs. Moroz
was interviewed by representatives of
the media' at a press conference held at
the Greater Los Angeles Press Club. An
account of Mrs. Moroz's remarks was
carried on several radio stations Friday
and Saturday, January 25 and 26,
including Radio 98 (station KFWB).
one of the two major all-news stations in
Los Angeles.
On Sunday, January 27, The Los
Angeles Herald-Examiner carried a
major story and photo of Mrs. Moroz.
T^e story appeared under^the headings
"How to Begome a Dissident Without
Trying." Dr. Dushnyck served as inter-

preter at the press conference and at the
interview with The Examiner reporter.
After the press conference Mrs.
Moroz and Dr. Dushnyck were inter
viewed by Bill Welsh of the Voice of
Americanism radio program in Glendale. Mrs. Moroz recorded two 15minute segments and Dr. Dushnyck
recorded one. This program is to be
broadcast over 84 stations throughout
the United States in February. The
subject of their interviews was the
oppression in Ukraine, the Olympics in
the USSR, the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan and various aspects of
Soviet foreign and domestic policies.
On Saturday, January 26, Mrs.
Moroz and Dr. Dushnyck were taken
on a tour of Disneyland by Mr. and
Mrs. Petro Baley. Mr. Baley, a vice
president of the Ukrainian Culture
Center, is the father of pianist Virko
Baley. During her visit in Los Angeles,
Mrs. Moroz stayed with the Baley
family, while Dr. Dushnyck stayed with
the family of Mr. and Mrs. Nestor
Wasylyn.
Saturday evening, Mrs. Moroz and
Dr. Dushnyck were hosted at a dinner
at the downtown Los Angeles Hilton
Hotel by the Ukrainian Culture Center.
The program was opened by Walter
Lesiuk, president of the center, while
Dr. Roman Kulchycky was master of
ceremonies at the Saturday dinner and
at the Independence Concert on Sun
day.
During the banquet, Mrs. Moroz
spoke about present conditions and
oppression in Ukraine, while Dr. Dush
nyck stressed the tasks and duties of the
Ukrainian community in the United
- States,,..,
1---"""';..-V.-Among guests of honor were Mykola
Novak and his wife. Nadia, pioneer

Raisa Moroz, with Dr. Walter Dushnyck translating, addresses media
representatives at the Greater L.A. Press Club.
members of the center. Mr. Novak, first
president of the center when it was
founded in 1944, presented Mrs. Moroz
and Dr. Dushnyck with copies of his
book, "Guardians of Ukraine." Also
attending the dinner were Dr. Dushnyck's old friends from New York.
Ray Lapica. his wife, Helen, and her
sister, Olga Scherban.
Actor Mike Mazurki and his wife.
Sylvia, were also guests at the dinner.
On Sunday, January 27, Mrs. Moroz
and Dr. Dushnyck visited the Ukraini
an Catholic church and two Ukrainian
Orthodox churches here.
The Independence Day concert on
Sunday, was held at the Ukrainian
Culture Center.
Mrs. Moroz and Dr. Dushnyck were
the principal speakers Mrs. Moroz

related the present conditions of the
Ukrainian people under Soviet Russian
domination, while Dr. Dushnyck, who spoke in both English and Ukrainian,
traced events leading to the declaration
of Ukraine's independence and under
scored current problems facing the
captive Ukrainian people.
The concert also featured the "Kobzar" choir under the direction of V0I0dymyr Bozyk, accompanied at the
piano by Lesia Kurylenko-Wakhnianyn.anda piano rendition by Ro
man Wasylyn.
After the concert Mrs. Moroz and
Dr. Dushnyck were hosted at a cocktail
party in the spacious residence of Mr.
and Mrs. Wasylyirin Encino. attended
by 86 guests, including Mr. and Mrs.
Mazurki.
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U.S. lawmakers salufe Ukrainian independence
Below are excerpts from statements
by 43 congressmen and senators intro
duced into the Congressional Record
on the occasion of the 62nd anniversary
of Ukrainian independence.
Tuesday. January 22

Rep. Lucien N. Nedzi (D-Mich.) "...The idea of Ukrainian nationhood is,
at this point in history, beyond achieve
ment. But it is not beyond imagina
tion..."
Rep. William Brodhead (D-Mich.) "...This was a day of great significance
to Ukrainians around the world. It is
significant both for the happiness that
thoughts of a free Ukraine being to all
those who are concerned for human
rights and self-determination of na
tions, and for the sadness that accom
panies the recognition that Ukraine is
not free today..."
`

Sen. Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.) "...As the entire nation focuses on the
brutal invasion of Afghanistan by the
Soviet Union and the suppression of
independence and religion in that
nation, it is fitting that we remember
another brave people whose indepen
dence is being denied, and very exis
tence as a separate cultural group is
being threatened, under raw force Thursday. Jatiuary 24
imposed by the Russians..."
Rep. Samuel S. Stratton (D-N.Y.) Sen. H. John Heinz (R-Pa.) - "...1
am afraid that we Americans suffer "...But today, Mr. Speaker, the lesson
from remarkably short memories. of Ukraine is even more relevant to the
Ukrainians here and abroad, attentive crisis that currently faces us in the
to the history of their national home Middle East, the Persian Gulf, and in
land, know that in the case of Afghanis Iran and Afghanistan..."
Rep. Robert A. Roe (D-N.J.) tan, the Soviet Union is simply acting
"...The Soviet ruling elite should take
the way it always has..."
Rep. Frank Annunzio (D-IU.) - note that while it maintains political
"...Let us, therefore, reaffirm our belief control over its nation, it will never be
in freedom for all peoples and our hope able to obliterate the strong national
that the valiant Ukrainians shall one traditions held by millions of people
day again enjoy the blessings of liberty living in Ukraine, the.'Baltic States,
in their own homeland for which they Byelorussia and the Transcaucasus..."
have courageously struggled for so
Rep. Glenn M. Anderson (D-Calif.)
long..."
- "...We ipiust tell the world we deplore
this
state-`bf affairs for the mockery it
Rep. Mark Andrews (R-N.D.) "...The Ukrainian people have demon makes of international agreements
strated throughout time their love of protecting sovereignty. With a strong
freedom...As the Ukrainians continue voice ше send encouragement to the
to hope for freedom, it is fitting that we peojpe of Ukraine arid with good
join them in commemorating their forttme we may make the day come
greatest holiday..."
`) sooner when their independence will be
Rep. John J. Rhodes (R-Ariz.) - restored..."
Rep. John D. Dingell (D-Mich.) "...The struggle for freedom is a neverending battle, and though their home "...Their struggle against political
land languishes under the ruthless repression, religious persecution and
totalitarianism of the Soviet Union the suppression of individual dignity is
today, those who strive for eventual the free world's ongoing struggle
freedom in Ukraine show the world that against the ever-present threat of
their independence spirit is burning tyranny..."
brightly..."
Rep. James A. Courter (R-N.J.) Rep. Eldon Rudd (R-Ariz.)
- "...In the light of recent Soviet aggres
"...Groups such as the Ukrainian Con sion in Afghanistan, we must reassure
gress. Committee of America deserve all peoples under Soviet domination
our recognition and support for their that they are not forgotten. We in the
noble efforts to aid their enslaved Congress should do what we can to
countrymen and preserve their an insure that the cause of Ukrainian
cestral heritage. For all of us who love independence will continue to be an
and enjoy liberty, it is fitting that we important and visible issue. May we all
recognize their efforts to obtain that one day see the free nation of Ukraine
most cherished of goals — freedom..." emerge..."
Rep. Dan Lungren (R-Calif.) Rep. Claude Pepper (D-FIa.) "...Today we salute the spirit of the "...Let us take this opportunity to join
Ukrainian people. Our observance of together in expressing our determina
Ukrainian Independence Day re tion to uphold the freedom for which we
cognizes the international responsibility as a nation have fought so strongly, and
to restore and protect human rights and let us continue to show our hope for
the right of self-determination by the those courageous people who have been
people of Ukraine and Other captive forced to live without freedom..."
nations of the world."
Rep. William J. Hughes (D-N.J.) Rep. James J. Blanchard (D-Mich.). "...The courage and tenacity of the
— "...One must wonder how the people Ukrainian people will truly serve as an
of nations such as Ukraine feel in the inspiration for those who are at this
wake of the Soviets' most recent con moment being cast under the yoke of
temptible action. For these are people Soviet oppression..."
who have lived under occupation for
Rep. William S. Broomfield (Rmany years and are painfully aware of Mich.) - "...Yet even with these 60
the oppressionand presecution that years of oppression, the dream of
have been the result. Yet, sadly many in freedom and self-determination con
the free world have forgotten the plight tinues in the hearts of the Ukrainian
of countries such as Ukraine whose people..."
people continue to struggle for their
Rep. Edward J. Patten (D-N.J.) freedom and independence..."
"...I applaud the steadfast courage and
determination
of the people of Ukraine
Wednesday, January 23
in their continued struggle. As a free
Rep. F. James Sensenbrenner (R- nation, we must never forget that there
Wisc.) — "...Howgrand it is that certain are millions of freedom minded people
U.S. government officials are finally who must fight daily to achieve this
realizing the essential aspect of Mos most basic right of all men..."
cow's actions — the Ukrainian people
Rep. James J. Florio (D-N.J.) have had first-hand knowledge of "...We have freedom, have a continuous
'Moscow's' yoperialist-^Qngiarid ,etanqei; (^uAyinojWsis^'lbi)flftiW,h,ose Ьцтад,
for the last half century..."
ss "! ,роіідсаі and national rights are denied.

I urge my colleagues to join with me in made many contributions in our free
society...At this time when the right to
this effort.
Rep. John G. Fary (D-IU.)
- national self-determination is being
"...Today, it is more important than threatened in other areas of the world,
ever to remember the people being held let us not forget the Ukrainian struggle
captive, in violation of their human of 62 years ago, or overlook the ongoing
rights, behind the iron curtain and to quest of the Ukrainian people..."
Rep. Barbara A. Mikulski (D-Md.)
pledge ourselves to work for their
freedom. It is our duty to do more than — "...We must not let the lesson we
simply commemorate Ukrainian In learned from the domination of
dependence Day, we must work toward Ukraine by the Soviets be forgotten. We
restoring that independence in the must continue to show our support for
future..."
the captive nations within the U5SR
Rep. Matthew F. McHugh (D-N.Y.) and the brave dissidents like Andrei
- "...Mr. Speaker, events have again Sakharov..."
demonstrated that the Soviet Union's
Rep. Edward J. Derwinski (R-IU.) record of bad faith remains consistent. "...Today as we honor this 62nd anni
Let us note that lesson well, a lesson versary of the strong and determined
written so eloquently in the redemptive people of Ukraine, we must not forget
suffering of the Ukrainian people, the struggle of the oppressed nations
whose sacrifices in the name of freedom held captive by Soviet rule, and con
we commemorate and cherish today..." tinue to offer hope and support in their
Rep. James M. Hanley (D-N.Y.) - aspirations for freedom and self-deter
"...As the people of Ukraine look to mination and make their shattered
America they must be proud of their dreams into reality once again..."
people who have made a home in this
Rep. Harold C. Hollenbeck (R-N.J.)
great nation. I have been honored to — "...As we express our continuing
represent many of these fine people, and concern for the people of Ukraine, it is
they are truly proud of their heritage. also important to pay tribute to Ame
On this day of recognition let us not ricans of Ukrainian birth and heritage
forget that the struggle of an oppressed who have made important contribu
nation has not ended. We must continue tions to the political, economic and
to offer hope and guidance to the people cultural well-being of this country.
of Ukraine..."
Ukrainian Americans have enriched
Rep. S. William Green (R-N.Y.) - American life by their energy and
"...The American people, who profess a talents..."
strong commitment to the values upon
Rep. Christopher J. Dodd(D-Conn.)
which our country was founded, life, — "...The Soviet pattern of forcible
liberty and the pursuit of happiness,' domination must be opposed by all
join the Ukrainian Congress Committee nations that defend human rights and
of America in expressing support for individual freedoms. The United Na
the Ukrainian people in their struggle tions should vote to revoke the full
for freedom..."
membership rights now accorded to the
Rep. Joseph P. Addabbo(D-N.Y.) - Ukrainian SSR and the Byelorussian
"...The Ukrainian anniversary of inde SSR because of the obvious control
pendence is more thanjust an anniver exercised over their current govern
sary of self-determination, it is a cele ments by the Soviet Union..." .
bration and acknowledgement of a
Rep. Charles F. Dougherty (R-Pa.)
renewed spirit, and hope that has — "...The plight of the. Ukrainians and
remained since 1918..."
other people who have lost their free
Rep. Joe Moakley (D-Mass.) - dom to Soviet aggression must not go
"...National sovereignty and human unheeded by the Western world, if we
rights represent the cornerstone of hope to survive..."
American foreign policy and America
Rep. James C Cleveland (R-N.H.) must continue to stand up for the "...It is our duty, indeed, the duty of all
Ukrainians and all other peoples who nations who wish to be free, to force
have been colonized by the Russian fully demand that the Russians
government..."
withdraw from Afghanistan. The sub
Rep. Peter A. Peyser (D-N.Y.) - jugation of Ukraine by the USSR
"...We win not forget the Ukrainian should not be repeated in Afghanistan
people in their struggle for social, or anywhere else in the world..."
cultural and religious freedom. Let their
Sen. Charles Percy (R-IU.) - "...As
example be a reminder today of the we now reach for a national con-Soviet
long-range policy of Soviet aggression aggression, let us recall that Ukrainian
and oppression. Let it be a lesson that Americans have long warned us of the
we cannot continue to allow the Soviets Communist threat to free nations. They
to expand without giving them a clear were right and we should acknowledge
signal that they must pay a heavy price it..."
for their flagrant violation of the rights
Rep. Millicent Fenwick (R-N.J.) of a sovereign nation..."
"...We must make it clear to the Soviet
Union
and all other CSCE signatories
Rep. Norman F. Lent (R-N.Y.) "...We know that the Soviets sow the that we will not just sit by and act as if
seeds of their own destruction because human rights and all the provisions of
the will for freedom flourishes under the Helsinki Accords are unim
oppression like a fire fanned by the portant..."
thoughts and prayers of those in the free
world who continue to stand by a proud Monday, January 28
people in their quest for liberty..."
Rep. John M. Ashbrook (R-Ohio) Rep. Hamilton Fish (R-N.Y.) - "...Finally, we should state to the world
"...While over 2 million Americans are that our struggle with Soviet aggression
proud of their Ukrainian heritage and will not cease until the captives are free,
live under our free institutions, over 47 until Ukraine is free..."
million live under continuing oppres
Rep. Robert N. Giaimo (D-Conn ) sion in their homeland without guaran "...Liberty and self-determination are
tees of civil rights, without self-govern among the most cherished possessions
ment, still fiercely proud of a cultural of a people. The world is the lesser when
heritage that predates the establishment people such as the Ukrainians are
of the United States by 800 years..."
denied their fundamental rights. That is
Rep. Peter W. Rodino (D-N.J.) - why free people throughout the world
"...Americans of Ukrainian descent must, grieve at the lack, of .liberty, in
JWvfti^W?tLwifli^h^m Я Д ^ О Д й д о -jU)"RWmbr'ytq ,JtafeoH bifrntO fd
mitment to individual libficfip.fAnd ^ а о д '-mMtfcmehtfrtfrtfnued on pap О
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Ukrainians mark Independence Day
Tucson, Ariz.

Providence, R.I.
іяВшШЩ

For the first time in the history of the Ukrainian American community in Tucson,
Ariz., local Ukrainian citizens commemorated the anniversary of Ukrainian
independence. Some two dozen Ukrainians attended the ceremony at the City Hall
on January 22. Vice Mayor George Miller presented to Vitaly Halich, president of
the Ukrainian American Society of Tucson, the Ukrainian Independence Day
proclamation that was signed by Mayor L. C. Murphy. In front of the municipal
building American, Ukrainian and Arizona flags were raised as the group sang the
Ukrainian national anthem. Mr. Halich delivered a short address. KGUN-TV
broadcast the ceremony that evening and on the following day two local
newspapers published letters by Mr. Halich and Alexander Bunka and on January
27 John Nahornyfs letter was published. On January 27 some 70 local Ukrainians
attended the community's concert program dedicated to the independence
anniversary.

Utica, N.Y.

\

Utica Mayor Stephen Pawlinga presents his Ukrainian Independence Day
proclamation to a delegation of area Ukrainians. Seated from left are: Marko
Falinsky, UCCA branch vice president, Mayor Pawlinga, the Rt. Rev. Canon
Bohdan Smyk, and Bohdan Rabij, UCCA branch president. Standing behing them
is Miss Ukraine of the Utica community, Christine Lyktey (in the embroidered
blouse).

Шмш

Mayor Vincent A. Cianci Jr. of Providence, R. I., received a delegation of local
Ukrainian activists on Tuesday, January 22, and presented them with his
proclamation designating that day as Ukrainian Independence Day. The mayor
praised the spirit of freedom and independence, which lives in the hearts of all
Ukrainians. Accepting the proclamation were: Carol Scullin in behalf of St. John's
Ukrainian Orthodox Church in Providence and St. Michael's Ukrainian
Orthodox Church in Woonsocket, and Mrs. Taras Hanushewsky in behalf of St.
Michael's Ukrainian Catholic Church in Woonsocket. Photo above shows Mayor
Cianci, holding the proclamation, with the Ukrainian group.

Carteret, N.J.

Mayor John Tomczuk of Carteret signs the Ukrainian Independence Day
proclamation on January 18 in the presence of a delegation of area Ukrainians led
by V. Yaniv, UCCA branch president. Also, a flag-raising ceremony was held to
commemorate the re-establishment of Ukrainian statehood on January 22.

Syracuse, N.Y.

Massachusetts

Edward J. King, governor of Massachusetts, signs the proclamation designating
January 22 Ukrainian Independence Day in the state. A Ukrainian delegation, led
by Conrad Husak, president of the Boston UCCA branth, Witnessed the
proclamation-signing ceremony.

Syracuse Mayor Lee Alexander (center) signs the municipal Ukrainian
Independence Day proclamation on January 17 before a Ukrainian delegation
headed by Dr. Oleksander Gudziak, president the local UCCA. The mayor then
raised the Ukrainian flag which flew on the City Hall flagpole during the week of
January 17-22.
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Ukrainian Weekly
Into the 1980s
With the passage of the Monday holiday bill a few years back, the date of
February 22 went into oblivion, though it is the real birthday of George
Washington, the "father of our country." as history has called him. and the
first president of these United States of America. Thanks to the law. which
designated the third Monday of February as George Washington's birthday.
Americans now enjoy yet another three-day weekend, some recalling the
memory of the great man. others availing themselves of the myriad
opportunities to spend the bills with his portrait on them.
For Ukrainians on the North American continent, however. February 22 is
a date of signal importance. On that day 86 years ago 13 brotherhoods joined
in establishing the Ukrainian National Association, the first Ukrainian
organization in the New World. There is beauty and meaning in the
symbolism of the first 13 brotherhoods uniting into one fraternal
organization - like the 13 original colonies into one USA
and choosing
George Washington's birthday to launch it on its salutary course.
It has been a glorious path as the UNA lived up to its initial intent of being
the bedrock of Ukrainian community life on this continent, with its motto of
service to its members, to the community at large and to the Ukrainian people
translated into many deeds of lasting value. The history of our community
avers in objective terms that in the more than century-old span little
transpired without the UNA. its publications and its members being
prominently involved. It is safe to say that many a project of our community
would not have come to fruition without UNA`s total involvement.
There have been periods of adversity as well, both within the UNA and in
the community. By virtue of its strength, however, and adherence to the basic
precepts of its founders, the UNA was able to overcome. As it enters the
1980s, the UNA continues to grow in many facets of its activity. Imperiling
that growth, however, is a dangerous slackening of the organizing activity, a
trend that has been with the UNA for some time now and one that must be
reversed. That will require a great deal of imagination as well as
determination, qualities that helped our pioneers ovejrcome many an
obstacle. Perhaps it is also time to recall and paraphrase President Kennedy's
imploring dictum: ask not. what'the UNA can do for y^u ; but what youcan do for the UNA. It's not much.`/ust"jouilt and you'll do a lot of good for
yourself, too.

Morbid repetition
Recent accounts of massacres in Afghanistan on the orders of Soviet army
invaders reaffirm Moscow's predilection to stick to the old. tried and bloody
methods in its ruthlessly expansionist drive to conquest. It is only sad - to
say the least
that the world does not remember and. therefore, learn.
Eyewitness reports have it that Afghani soliders were ordered by their Red
Army superiors to round up the males of several villages and conduct mass
executions in the neighboring fields. While bulldozers were plowing the
bodies under, a Red Army officer was saying contemptuously to a woman:
"You can be sure that next year's potato crop will be a good one."
He was probably mouthing the words of his predecessors in the early 1930s
when they were spreading carnage across eastern Ukraine in what was the
worst man-made famine in mankind's history. His was a built-reflex action
of the KGB henchmen who made it a profession to round up entire villages in
Ukraine during the 1940s and early 1950s in an effort to exterminate the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army (U PA). He. too. must have been well schooled in
similarly abhorrent tactics of other dictatorial regimes, notably the Polish of
the 1930s and the Nazi of the 1940s, which were equally cruel in both their
intent and execution. The accounts are in history books, well supplemented
with statistical data and gory photos. But the very world, which is now
making headlines of Soviet led massacres, was unwilling to listen in the past.
There is something wrong with a world that refuses to learn from the past
and is paying the price in innocent human beings in the present.

To our contributors:
We greatly appreciate the materials - articles, news stories, press clippings
and the like — which we receive from our readers.
In order to facilitate the preparation of The Weekly, however, we ask that
news stories he sent not later than 10 days after the occurrence of the given
event. Information about upcoming events must he received before noon of
the Monday before the date of the next Weekly edition. All news stories and
feature articles must be typed and double-spaced. Sewspaper and magazine
clippings must be accompanied by the name of the publication and the date of
the edition. Photographs will he returned only when requested and
accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
All materials submitted are published at the discretion of the editors and
are sub/eel to editing where necessary.
Thank you for your interest.
, . . ,. :-.-,.. .,- .
, .. ,-. ,! . / „ ,
,
,j
(..,. .'.i .the editors.
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The Weekly readers support
boycott of Summer Olympics
The result of The Weekly's poll about whether or not the United States should
boycott the 1980 Summer Olympics in Moscow was unanimously in favor of
staying away from Games. In four weeks I`he Weekly received 42 replies with 56
signatures from readers in 12 states and one province. It is interesting to note that
while all of the replies stated that the United States should boycott the Olympics in
Moscow in the wake of the USSR's invasion of Afghanistan, some readers added
that the Games should not have been given to the Soviet Union .because of its long
list of violations of human rights.
By and large, the persons do not hold positions on the national executive boards
of Ukrainian organizations, however, the responses indicate that they are
concerned with the needs and interests of the Ukrainian community.
Піе Weekly received 15 responses from New York, six from Pennsylvania, live
from New Jersey, three from Ohio, two from Michigan, one each from
Connecticut. Wisconsin. Arizona. North Carolina. Illinois. California. Maryland
and Quebec, and three anonymous. The Weekly will send copies of the replies to the
White House.
Below are several representative, edited replies:
The least the United States should do is to boycott or have the Games moved.
Those who participate will be funding Russian aggression.
P. Rywalt
New York, N.Y.
The Soviet Union is the last colonial empire in the world and therefore the
Olympic Games should never be held in Moscow until it is decolonized and nonRussian nations regain their independence. I support the boycott and the Olympic
Games should be moved to another country.
J. Olijnyk
Ozone Park, N.Y.
1 support President Carter that the Olympics should be held in New York or
Montreal if the USSR does not get out of Afghanistan and out of Ukraine, also.
John Szelest
Bellerose, N.Y.
1 was against our participation in Moscow's Olympics since the time it was
announced.
George J. Voychak
Buffalo. N.Y.
Every effort should be made to move the Olympics. If this is not possible, then
they should be boycotted.
к
Zonia Key wan
Montreal, Que.
We wholeheartedly agree with President Carter and Secretary of State Vance
that the Olympics be boycotted and moved to another country. We feel the Soviets
have gone to far and should be stopped. It is time to stop talking to them and show
them that we mean business. UNWLA Branch 24
Elizabeth, N.J.

there be a second
Sino-Vietnamese border war?
by Dr. Konstantyn Sawczuk
There is some evidence and over
whelming logic for assuming that, while
the world is watching the drama in
Afghanistan and such danger spots as
Iran and Pakistan, a second war be
tween China and Vietnam may be just
around the corner. On February 17,
1979. the Chinese troor``. started their
first lesson of teach`-`.: the Vietnamese
that aggression in ( ambodiii and Laos
does not pay. Although the lesson was
not entirely lost on Hanoi, the Vietna
mese, backed by the Soviet Union's
military aid and verbal assaults, did not
prove to be very receptive pupils.
Apparently, in the words of Beijing
Review of January 28. "...the Vietna
mese invasion of Kampuchea (the
formal name of Cambodia). ...was not
punished the way it deserved...." So.
another lesson, this time more serious
and more prolonged, would be in order.
Perhaps even February 17 the anni
versary
could be chosen.
The Chinese military victory in the
third war for Indochina, which is
possible now and inevitable in the long
run. would change the strategic constel
lation of power in Southeast Asia.
Vietnam's defeat would not only mean
the restoration of Cambodia's and
. I a(js`s independence, political jvsHitiw;
which shouW-pccasionally bifof.intcrest,
to the United. .Nations' lofty; nnterna. .

lional
goals. but would also,
undoubtedly, deal a serious blow to the
Soviet grand strategy of world expan
sion. While China cannot restrain Cuba
in its successful role as Moscow's
faithful "mercenary force" in Africa and
other places, it certainly is capable of
doing that in the case of Vietnam —the
"Cuba of the Far East." The defeat and
humiliation of Vietnam and. therefore,
of the USSR, is in the interest of many
countries such as. for example. Thai
land and the United States.
Would the Kremlin intervene mili
tarily to help its proxy in distress?
Unless Kremlinology`s sound, basic
assumptions are overturned, there is not
the slightest chance for such an even
tuality. The Soviets did not help Viet
nam in February and March of last year
and now that they have their military
problems in Afghanistan and political
duels with Preside`ht Carter's angry
revelations about the perfidy of the
Soviet intentions, no fear of interven
tion should cloud anyone's mind.
One of the nightmares of Kremlin's
strategic doctrine resides in being
challenged in several places at the same
time. In 1941 Stalin was lucky to have
been beaten only by Germany and not
also by Japan. Khrushchev was lucky
that.the Hungarian. Devolution in 1956
was somewhat sidetracked bv, the Suez
t. :; r і c,mtinuWIчіприсс J l l Ь'.–.
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"Abandon differences, strive for unity"
Below is the English-language text of
the address delivered by Bohdan
Wynnyczok, former director of the
Ukrainian National Information Service in Washington. D.C., at the commemorative concert marking Ukraine's
independence anniversary, held in
Rochester, N. Y., Sunday. January 27.
Each year at this time, Ukrainians in
the entire free world commemorate an
event in Ukrainian history which is at
the same time joyous and sorrowful.
The joy of this occasion is the Fourth
Universal with which the Ukrainian
National Republic was proclaimed on
January 22, 1918. "? 62 years ago. The
newly established republic heralded to
the world that, from that day forward, it
was "an independent and sovereign
power of the Ukrainian people, subject
to no other authority," Ukrainian
sorrow is based on events following January 22, 1918, and culminating on
March 18, 1921, (October 12, 1920). On
that date, the reality of the destruction
of the Ukrainian National Republic was
officially noted with the`signing of the
Treaty of Riga.
Today we commemorate this historic
event and at the same time pay homage
to those hundreds of thousands of
Ukrainian heroes who sacrificed their
worldly possessions, their families and
loved ones, and placed on the altar of
Ukrainian independence the most precious gift any person can give — his
life. We remember their sacrifice which
was made in order that Ukraine could
take her rightful place among the free
and independent nations of the world.
These heroes overcame internal prejudices and differences and united as one.
We have heard of their heroic deeds
from the days of our childhood; perhaps
some of us here today recall them from
personal experiences. However, my
intent is not to' dwell on the past, but to
look at the present and suggest some
things that can be done in the future so
that those heroic sacrifices will not have
been in vain.

cooperation, strength and power will.
They always have.
Ukrainians must recognize that there
How many of us know that a Ukraicommon enemy today, we Ukrainians
cannot expect fair treatment or fair nian in the company of Captain John is no pity in the world. Look at the
consideration from any one of these Smith (of Pocahontas fame) arrived in hunger in Cambodia. How many diviEastern nations when it concerns Ukrai- America and helped found Jamestown, sions of soldiers has the United States,
nian territory, even on the day that our thefirstcapital of what is today the state Great Britain, France, Germany, Cancommon enemy, the Soviet Union, is of Virginia, and the first permanent ada, Argentina or Brazil sent to fight
destroyed. Ukraine and Ukrainians in settlement in the New World? How Communist North Vietnam's aggresthe free world must keep the years of many history books in the United States sion in Cambodia and the starvation,
1918-21 ever present as they join reflect Ukrainian presence in America the genocide, of the Cambodian nation.
other East Europeans in the common from the days of the Virginia colony? The world knows Cambodia and it is
battle against international com- During the American Civil War there doing nothing. For the first time in
were many Ukrainians who fought on history, Americans and the free world
munism.
were able to watch on television the
Our battle against the second cate- both sides and we know that at least one naked aggression of the Soviet Union
gory of enemies is far more difficult, but Ukrainian was a general on the Union against an independent non-Slavic
one we can carry on now. This battle side. We Ukrainians don't know our nation, and have done nothing. How
rests entirely on what Ukrainians in the own history in the United States. Yet many tanks, soldiers, airplanes or just
free world do with Ukraine's third somehow we expected the United States guns, have we seen the free world send
enemy, ourselves. Whenever I have to know about Ukrainians and Ukraine. into Afghanistan to help fight Soviet
attended observances of the January 22 We even expected the United States to aggression there? Why should Ukrainianniversary, I have seen, over and over, take up Ukraine's cause in 1918, to ans feel that we.are different and expect
fingers pointed at our historical enemies sacrifice its own best interest for some- that the free world will deal differently
as well as our enemies through ignor- one she did not know. It contrast, for with Ukraine. Why should theyfightfor
ance. It has been said that if Great example, the United States has known Ukraine's independence, when they
Britain and France had done this or Poland. Every school child learns that don't know Ukraine?
that, had the United States taken this or Pulaski and Kosciuszko had a hand in
that action, we would have a free American history. Is it surprising,
How much time, energy and money
Ukraine today. Ukrainians chastise therefore, that in 1920 the United States do we Ukrainians spend in fighting one
took
Poland's
word
that
Ukrainians
Americans for not defending Ukraine,
another, in dividing ourselves into even
yet America has never really known were Russians and Communists?
smaller groups.Yet, how many of you
Ukraine and Ukrainians, and that is our
Ukrainians believe that just because here today took the time to write a letter
fault. We celebrate Ukrainian holidaysX we have right on our side, the United or send a telegram to the White House
strictly for ourselves. 1 see no U.S. or States and the whole world will back to express your thoughts about Camlocal government officials here. Seldom Ukraine's right to self-determination bodia, Afghanistan, the Moscow
do we try to make our celebrations and independence. That is just not true. Olympics, the 1980 census, the Holoappealing to non-Ukrainians. Can we It never has been and never will be. caust Commission, the U.S. Consulate
ever hope to have anything even slightly Ukrainians in the free world must in Kiev? Did you send them to your
resembling a St. Patrick's Day holiday recognize life as it is, not as Ukrainians senator? Your congressman? When
in which even Black Americans become would like it to be. Truth alone will win America took up arms and sent men to
(Continued on page 15)
no one freedom. Solidarity, unity.
Irish for a day?

On Soviet actions and U.S. responses
The article below appeared in the
-February 6 issue of the Schenectady
Gazette. It was written by Alex Pidwerbetsky, a senior at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and was published in
the "Viewpoint"column of the newspaper.

of the Soviet empire depend on force to
rule the empire. Hence, actions should
be directed against the controlling
elements of Soviet society (e.g. the
military, KGB, Communist Party).
President Carter's actions in this
crisis should be analyzed with the
characteristics of the USSR in mind.
First, the ban on high-technology is
A massive Soviet invasion of an
independent nation occurs, thousands highly appropriate and effective since it
Since 1921 Ukrainians the world over of freedom-loving people are brutally hits hardest at the power element of
have celebrated January 22 by explain- killed as the new rulers assert their Soviet society. For maximum effectiveing how and why the Ukrainian Na- power with force, including the execu- ness, it should be complete and pertional Republic was destroyed and who tion of those who, although . Com- manent.
was responsible. I, too, would like to munist, did not serve the rulers well
The grain export limitation is not as
take this opportunity to address myself enough.
effective since the power element will
to these questions. I hope, however, to
This describes not only the present get its food before others. However, the
take a somewhat different approach, to
point the finger in a somewhat different situation in Afghanistan, but also the resulting decrease in meat supply will
situation
in Ukraine in the early 1920s. increase dissatisfaction of the people
direction.
In the time in between, this scene has with the government and possibly divert
1 contend that there are three catego- been replayed many times in Eastern some resources from the military to the
ries of enemies which Ukraine, as a Europe and elsewhere. How, where and agricultural sector of the economy.
nation, has combated in the past and is when will this great crime against
The delay in opening of the U.S.
combating today. The first category is humanity end?
Consulate in Kiev, Ukraine, and the
composed of external, historical adverUSSR Consulate in New York City is
saries and includes Russia, Poland,
more harmful to the United States than
Rumania, Hungary,. Czecho-Slovakia
to the USSR. The Soviets already have
and Germany. The second category of
Since the inception of the USSR, the a diplomatic presence in New York City
enemies includes such nations as Great Soviets have strived to build the greatest (through the United Nations), however
Britain, France and the United States - empire the world has ever known. In the United States has no diplomatic
also external. These nations, however, their'drive for power and greatness, the presence in any non-Russian republic
are not Ukraine's historical adversaries, Soviets have taken by brute force where anti-Soviet feelings are strongest
but are adversaries due to their own whatever resources (human, natural, (e.g. one-half of Soviet political priignorance. Ignorance brings.up the geographic and other) they needed for soners are Ukrainians). Thus, Ukraine,
third category and perhaps the greatest the achievement of their goal.
which is largely ignored in American
and most important enemy of Ukraine.
This, however, has brought and foreign policy, is still furtherlgnored by
This enemy is neither external nor continues to bring great suffering and the absence of a U.S. Consulate in its
ignorant. It is the internal enemy. It is death to millions of people in the world. capital. As illustrated by the surprises
Ukraine's own sons and daughters. It is We as human beings cannot let other America received in Iran, ignorance in
you and I.
human beings endure this fate. There- today's world is dangerous.
Having gone through President CarThere is precious little that we Ukrai- fore this behavior must not only be
nians can do about our enemies of the stopped but also reversed where.it has ter's major actions, I now propose two
other actions.
first category. We can only show our taken place. But how?
The Afghan freedom fighters are in
The key to stopping this behavior
strength and solidarity in confronting
such enemies. History shows us that rests, in two crucial characteristics of the need of medical supplies, military
training
and weapons. The United
USSR.
First,
it
is
a
large
empire
and
as
Ukraine has always.lost in any alliance,
treaty, aid, or understanding it has ever such contains many captive nations States could help in supplying these
had With any of these nations: We must Whose people are dissatisfied with being needs through Saudi Arabia with the
aiso keep in ` mind` that even though', burdened .with an imperial power arid Saudis footing the bill. Although this
UkraineanditshisWricaleHewiesfacea yearm for freedom. Secondly,!theTuteft action.Tjaay not drive the Soviets out, it

will give the Afghans a chance to fight
for their independence, keep the Soviets
busy in Afghanistan and not someplace
else and improve the stature of the
United States in the Third World.
The second action is to treat the
USSR as a colonial empire when carrying out U.S. foreign policy. Treatment
of the USSR as a colonial empire will
demolish its standing in the world
community, which in this day and age
abhors imperialism (as evidenced by the
United Nations vote on Afghanistan).
This will stop Soviet adventurism in the
Third World and elsewhere more effectively than weapons. Secondly, this will
bring greater pressure on the Soviet
colonial empire, which is already cracked by ethnic divisions, and hasten the
day when it will crumble, setting its
different peoples free.
In the interim, the strong defense of
the rights of the captive nations and
their people by the United States will
increase the pressure for (and therefore
on) greater human rights for these
people. This will also win the friendship
of those people which will be important
in the post-Soviet world. Since these
actions are long range, it is vital that our
commitment also be long range.

This brings me to my final point. On
January 22, Ukrainians celebrated the
independence of Ukraine from the
empires ruling it at the beginning of this
century. This was done without war, but
war came with the Soviet invasion to
gain control of Ukraine's agricultural
resources. Despite the sad situation in
which Ukraine is today, Ukrainians will
celebrate their independence, their
belief that Ukraine will once again be
free and their commitment to that goal.
Also, they invite all people of the world
who share their ideals of freedom and
justice to join inihjs celebration,.:...
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Ukrainians mark Independence Day
Apopka, Fla.
APOPKA, Fla. - Television ca
meras rolled at the Ukrainian Village
here, on January 27. filming highlights
of the concert, which marked the 62nd
anniversary of the proclamation of the
independence of Ukraine and the 61st
anniversary of the Act of Union.
Among the local public officials present
was Councilman Richard Marks and
his wife.
Concert director and master of cere
monies was Ostap Zabytko. Florida's

only bandurist group, which hails from
Apopka and consists of Mrs. Neswiacheny, director, and mesdames Zabyt
ko, Bodnarczuk and Kowal, was a
featured attraction. W. Ficyk read a
poem written by Ukrainian Apopka
poet S. Duda. Zenon Maksymiw sang
and played the mandolin. Rosalie
Kowalchuk Hand sang and played the
organ and electric piano. Later she
accompanied her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen Kowalchuk, in a singing duet.
Also appearing in the concert was the
Ukrainian Apopka Choir. The keynote
speech was delivered by Bohdan Czechowycz.

Onondaga County, N.Y.

Binghamton, N.Y.
B1NGHAMTON, N.Y. The
Ukrainian Independence Day obser
vances in this area consisted of flagraising ceremonies and a commemor
ative concert. These activities were
coordinated by the local branch of the
Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America with the cooperation of the
two Ukrainian parishes in the area.
Flag-raising ceremonies took place in
Johnson City, N.Y., and in the Bing
hamton city-county-state government
complex.
Mayor Alfred Libous held a news
conference for the media following the
flag-raising ceremony in Binghamton.
at which he read the proclamation of
January 22, 1980, as Ukrainian Inde
pendence Day in Binghamton. On
behalf of the Ukrainian community,
Lubomyr Zobniw, chairman of the
local UCGA branch, accepted the
proclamation and thanked the mayor
for his consistent yearly attendance at
Ukrainian Independence Day cere
monies.
At the news conference Zenon Wasyliw read excerpts from the Fourth
Universal which declared Ukrainian
independence from all foreign powers.
He also commented on the similarities
between the Russian invasion of Afgh
anistan and the invasion of Ukraine, the
use of the man-made famine in the
1930s as a Russian political tool and the
lack of American understanding of
national rights, an aspect of human
rights which is just as important as
personal and civil rights.
Taking part in the news conference
were also the Ri. Rev. Frank Lawryk,
pastor of St. John's Ukrainian Ortho
dox Church, and the Rev. Philip Bumbar, pastor of the Sacred Heart Ukrai
nian Catholic Church.
- ,
At the news conference, Mima Zob
niw expressed the Ukrainian
com
munity's appreciation to Mayor Libous
for such assistance as writing to Presi
dent Carter to intercede in behalf of the
historian, Valentyn Moroz. She re
viewed events of the past year that stand
out as worthy examples of current
Ukrainian history and are of impor
tance to the Ukrainian community,
notably the release of Mr. Moroz, the
sad news from Ukraine of the murder
of composer Volodymyr Ivasiuk re
flecting continuous repressions in
Ukraine, the historic visit of Pope John
Paul II to the Ukrainian cathedral in
Philadelphia. In conclusion, she stres
sed the importance of using correct
terminology.

"We ask that the press and news' Onondaga County Executive John Mulroy presents his Ukrainian Independence
media pay special attention when re Day proclamation to Lesia Lutsyshyn as area Ukrainian activists look on. The
porting about events in the Soviet
ceremony was held January 17.
Union, and do not aid in the erasing of a
culture and people. Ukraine is not
synonymous with Russia, just as Russia
is not synonymous with the term Soviet
Union." She urged that official visitors
and government exhibits in Ukrainian
cities recognize the Ukrainian language
as the language of Ukraine and have
official business or descriptions of
exhibits written up in Ukrainian.

New Haven, Conn.

Activities of the Ukrainian
com
munity in Binghamton center around
the two parishes, the Ukrainian Cath
olic Church of the Sacred Heart and St.
John the Baptist Ukrainian Orthodox
Church.
This year St. John's hosted the
commemorative concert by providing
its church hall. Against a backdrop of a
large golden trident, Eugene Kurylo.
master of ceremonies, introduced the
choir of St. John's Church under the
direction of the Rev. Lawryk. The choir
delighted the audience with its rendi
tions of favorite Ukrainian songs,
including one in which the audience was
asked to participate, thus creating a
very warm and friendly atmosphere.
The main address was given in Ukrai
nian by Ivan Smoliy, editor of "Narodna Volya." He stressed the courage and
resilience of the Ukrainian people —
those who made the Acts of 1918 and
1919 possible as well as those who
defend Ukraine's rights at the present
time.

Seen above-are some of the participants of the New Haven Ukrainian community's
Ukrainian Independence Day banquet which was held Saturday, January 26, at the
Sheraton-Park Plaza Hotel. From left are: state Sen. Lawrence DeNardis; Prof.
John Teluk; Commissioner Orest Dubno; Dr. Lev Dobriansky, UCCA president
and keynote speaker at the banquet; New Haven Mayor Ben Delito; Sen.
Christopher Dodd; Roma Hayda, master of ceremonies; and Dr. Michael
Snihurowycz, UCCA branch president. The following day Divine Liturgies for the
welfare of the Ukrainian nation were celebrated in Ukrainian churches, and a
wreath-laying ceremony in honor of Ukraine's fallen heroes was held across from
the City Hall.

Auburn, N.Y

-

..

Eugene Gotman, English-language
editor of "Narodna Volya," spoke in
English on the significance of Ukrainian
Independence Day commemorations,
especially to those Ukrainians who have
always lived in the West. Mr. Kurylo,
himself a stage actor of note, recited
selections in commemoration of Janu
ary 22, 1918, and the Battle of Kruty.
The program also included solos by
tenor Walter Melnychenko, to the
piano accompaniment of the Rev.
Lawryk. Elizabeth Sabath, Walter
Terela and Mr. Wasyliw, three area
students, presented a montage of con
temporary Ukrainian poetry. Bio
graphies of the poets, as well as recita
tions of their works, were presented in
both Ukrainian and English.
After the formal concert concluded
with the singing of the Ukrainian
national anthem; all present invited for
freshments cdurtesy of St.A Johri'fc ра^–
ns .

Auburn Ukrainians - among them many youths - brought a Ukrainian flag to
the proclamation-signing ceremony for their mayor, Paul Ladimore, on January
21. The flag was raised on Ukrainian Independence Day at City Hall. The
Ukrainian delegation was headed by Mi Pinchak, president of the local UCCA.
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Ukrainians mark Independence Day
Essex County, N.J.

Essex County Executive Peter Shapiro (center, right) presents proclamation to
UCCA branch president Michael Ciapka in the presence of a large Ukrainian
delegation.
NEWARK, N.J. - Essex. County of freedom and independence for their
Executive Peter Shapiro signed a pro brethren in Ukraine. He said that these
clamation designating January 22 threats of liberty and the denial of
as Ukrainian Independence Day human rights in Ukraine should be a
in the presnece of a large delegation of matter of universal concern to all
Ukrainian Americans representing Americans especially in the light of the
local organizations and churches, which Soviet Union's invasion of Afghanistan.
comprise the Ukrainian Congress Com
Mr. Ciapka, Walter Bodnar, Michael
mittee of America branch here. Mi
chael Ciapka, president.of the UCCA Matiash and Andrew Keybida all ex
pressed their thanks to Mr. Shapiro for
branch, headed the delegation.
Mr. Shapiro stated that this pro his remarks and for his invitation to the
.UCCA
for the official signing. Mr.
clamation marks the 62nd anniversary
of the proclamation of Ukraine's inde Shapiro then presented the proclama
pendence and that he is well aware of tion to Mr. Ciapka.
the subjugation, religious and political
Those present were: the Rev. John
persecution, the genocide, the ethnocide Nakonachny, the Rev. John Syrota, C.
and the arrests of Ukrainian writers, Kuzma, I. Kononiw, A. Myhal, W.
artists, scholars, scientists and other -Kulmatyeryj, A. Andrevuk, E. Grubintellectuals in Ukraine during these sky, W. Psuy, K. Stcpowyj. W. Chymany years.
mero, W. Boyarsky, Dan Gulak, D.
Mr. Shapiro .-saluted the Ukrainian Bobelak, K. Strechah, Mr. and Mrs.
people in Essex County for their contin Matiash, and son, 1. Olshaniwsky, D.
uous efforts to hold fast to the principles Marcheshin, N. Slinka.

Pennsylvania
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. - The ob
servances of the January 22 anniversary
had a statewide format in Pennsylvania
as Gov. Dick Thornburg as well as both
chambers of the state legislature issued
proclamations and appropriate resolu
tions in commemoration of Ukraine's
independence anniversary.
Instrumental in these observances
was the Philadelphia branch of the
UCCA under the leadership of Dr.
Peter Stercho.
The resolution in the State Senate
was sponsored by Sen. Jeanette Reibman of Easton, Pa. She presented it to

U.S. lawmakers...
(Continued from page 4)

Tuesday, January 29
Rep. Silvio O. Conte (R-Mass.) "..Russification of Ukraine by the
Soviets has been met with formidable
challenge. The people of Ukraine con
tinue the struggle for greater authenti
city in culture, language, politics and
religion. They seek the basic humah and
civil rights accorded to eve ry man by t he
Helsinki agreements. They strive to
shed the status of a captive nation and
remove the shackles of Russian confine
ment. The quixotic struggle for freedom
has no end in sight. It is a quest which
will nevertheless ptotinuc/t.`.Y. . . . , . ,

the Ukrainian community during the
commemorative banquet, held in Phila
delphia Saturday, January 26.
In the House of Representatives the
resolution was sponsored by legislators
Edmund J. Sieminski, George Kanuck,
Russell Kowalyshyn, Ted Stuban and
Frank J. Zitterman. Adopted January
21, it was also-presented at the banquet
to Atty. Walter T. Darmopray. Texts of
the resolutions appear below:
Whereas, the Philadelphia Chapter
of the Ukrainian Congress Committee
of America, Incorporated, is com
memorating Ukrainian Independence
Day January 22, 1980 and declaring its
continued support of individual human
rights and cultural self-determination;
and
Whereas, the Ukrainian people de
clared the Independence of the Ukraini
an National Republic January 22,1918,
guaranteeing full human, civil and
religious rights to all individuals and
minorities. Although the Ukrainian
National Republic does not enjoy these
liberties today the people have not given
up hope for the restoration of freedom
of the Ukrainian nation.
Now therefore, the Senate of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania ex
tends commendations to the Philadel
phia Chapter of the Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America,, incorporated
for supporting international human
rights and commemorating Ukrainian
Independence Day January 22, 1980,
і and expresses its hope for continued
.support .ої tbs Ukrainiansnatiqn,;:., л . .,

Riverhead, N.Y.

Riverhead UNA'ers and Ukrainian community members attended a Ukrainian
Independence Day ceremony at the Town Hall on January 21. In the first row, from
left, are: Connie Nabrizny, Mary Lomaga, Town Supervisor Joseph Janoski, UNA
Branch 256 president William Nedoszytko, Holly Denys, Olga Nedoszytko and
branch secretary Cyril M. Bezkorowajny.
RIVERHEAD, N.Y. - For the first
time in its history, UNA Branch 256
participated in a Ukrainian indepen
dence ceremony on Monday, January
21, at the Riverhead Town Hall after the
Town Board issued a Ukrainian Day
resolution.
It was also the first time that a UNA
branch participated in such a ceremony
in Suffolk County, which includes
Riverhead, and is located in eastern
Long Island.
Plans for the ceremony were started
during the branch's annual meeting in
January 1979 during which Mary Lo
maga presented the idea. At that time a
committee was established, and branch
secretary. Cyril M. Bezkorowajny was
elected to coordinate the ceremony with
the town supervisor's office.
And further directs that a copy of this
document, sponsored by Senator
Jeanette F. Reibman, be transmitted to
Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America, branch in Philadelphia, 5004
Old York Road, Philadelphia, Pa.

Whereas, January 22, 1980, is being
celebrated as Ukrainian Independence
Day by the many persons of Ukrainian
descent who continue to cling tena
ciously to the hope of restoration of the
Ukrainian National Republic which
was established January 22, 1918, and
two years later forcibly annexed by
USSR. January 22, 1980, marks the
sixty-second anniversary of the pro
clamation establishing a sovereign and
democratic Ukrainian independent
national state; and
Whereas, the Ukrainian. Congress
Committee of America in conjunction
with their local and State chapters, each
year commemorates the independency
and loss of the Ukrainian National
Republic through appropriate com
memorative exercises and ' special
events.
Now therefore, the House of Repre
sentatives of the. Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania joins with the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America in
celebrating Ukrainian independence
Day, January 22, 1980; and further
directs that a copy of this citation be
delivered to tho Ukrainian. Congress
,i^omnjittee of .America.``

The committee also included George
Lomaga Jr., Mary Lomaga, Olga Lo
maga and Olga Nedoszytko.
Mr. Bezkorowajny contacted George
Soltys, former president of the Ukraini
an Congress Committee of America
branch in Uniondale, N.Y., and re
ceived advice on contacting the respon
sible town official in addition to the
loan of a Ukrainian flag. Following Mr
Soltys`s advice, Mr. Bezkorowajny sent
to the town supervisor a letter accom
panied bv two brief pamphlets pub
lished by the UCCA.
The Riverhead Town Board passed a
resolution at its meeting on January 15
proclaiming January 22 Ukrainian
Independence Day.
During the branch's annual meeting
on January 20, branch president william Nedoszytko announced the Inde
pendence Day plans, and many mem
bers and attending non-members ex
pressed their desire to attend the cere
mony on Monday, January 21.
The next day area Ukrainian activists
met at the office of Riverhead Town
Supervisor Joseph Janoski and were
photographed with Mr. Janoski pre
senting the proclamation to Mr.
Nedoszytko. Mr. Janoski received a
Ukrainian flag which was flown on
January 22 at the Town Hall. Town
Councilmen Dr. Frances Menendez,
John Lombardi and Antone Regula
were present.
Also attending Monday ceremony
were: Michael Denys, Carol Denys,
Mary Oliver, Alicia Andreadis, Муго–
slaw Dowbusz, Mary. Cubulski, the
Rev. George Spolitakevich, Evelyn
Brynda, Antoinette Nabrizny, Evodkia
Bandrowski, Andrew Shulha, Stephen
Bandrowski, Peter Andrusiw, Connie
Nabrizny and Holly Denys, Mmes, M.
and O. Lomaga, and Nedoszytko, and
Mr. Bezkorowajny.
During the course of the Monday
ceremony, Mr. Bezkorowajny intro
duced, the town supervisor to several
members of the Ukrainian community
including artist Mr. Andrusiw and
opera singer Mrs. Andreadis.
Extensive coverage of the ceremony
was given by Eric Berger in The NewsReview of Riverhead and also com
mented upon by Fran Jackson of The
Long Island Traveler"Watchman. Pic
ture; of the ceremony appeared in both
пЛі/спіпеге
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perozak Smindak

Three songs for Katrina
Songwriter-singer Katrina Hodiak
portrays a Russian nightclub enter
tainer named Katya in her first movie
appearance, but she is nevertheless
"very much" aware of her Ukrainian
background.
The daughter of actress Anne Baxter
and the late actor John Hodiak is
currently in New York working with
Miss Baxter and Robert Powell in the
film "Jane Austen in Manhattan," a
story about actors in^New York today
who want to find backing to produce a
script written by Miss Austen two
centuries ago. The movie is being shot at
a variety of locations in New York for
London Weekend Television and will
be shown there in May. Merchant Ivory
Productions expects it will also be
released for showing" in theatres.
Reached by phone last Tuesday, Miss
Hodiak was happy to acknowledge her
Ukrainian ancestry and to discuss her
role in the movie. Speaking in a.lively,
confident voice, the 28-year-old song
writer said'that in the film she plays a
member of a theater group who earns
her living by singing at "The Other
End," a Greenwich Village nightclub.
Three of the songs used in the movie
are Miss Hodiak's. She has written 30
songs, all in the folk-rock style, and the
three are among her six copyrighted
compositions.
After film shooting ends'on February
18. the songstress, will return to her
home in Burbank, Calif. She promised
me she would be available for an
interview when she comes back to New
York in March.

Beauty and brains
Michele Metrintfo, Miss U.S.A.
1964. was among the guest stars seen in
"Bob Hope's Overseas Christmas Tours
Part I" on NBC-TV Sunday night,
February 3, prompting the question
"Where is the beauty queen now?"
Well, she's still at the top, although in
another field. Miss Metr'inko is an
officer of the Sun Company Inc. of
Radnor. Pa., a major domestic inte
grated oil company. She holds the title
of secretary and associate counsel.

Maryland in the Miss Universe contest
and Miss Virginia in the Miss World
contest.
Her younger sister, Monica, who
represented Washington, D.C., in the
Miss World contest, is completing work
for her Slavic area studies doctorate at
Georgetown University in Washington.
The girls' father, Michael Metrinko,
is still going strong pn Wall Street at the
age,of 68 (or whatever age Cary Grant
admits to Marsha said). He was the first
Ukrainian to have a seat on the New
York Stock Exchange and to this day
continues to do battle with the "Bulls
and the Bears."
The entire Metrinko family is deeplv
concerned about the well-being of a
cousin, Michael Metrinko (he's a name
sake of Mr. Metrinko), who is among
the 50 hostages being held by terrorists
in Teheran.

An ethnic puzzle on TV
"Skag," an NBC-TV network show
broadcast on Thursday evenings at 10,
focuses on the life of Pete Skagska. a 56year-old steel worker at an open-hearth
mill in Pittsburgh. Superbly portrayed
by Karl Maiden, who was born in
Chicago of Yugoslav parents, the main
character is a hard-working, cleanliving Serbian American with an attrac
tive wife and four grown children.
What does a Serbianrfpcused і рго– .
gram have to do with Ukrainians?
Last week's episode opened with a
church wedding scene, with a priest in
embroidered vestments intoning the
marriage rites — in Ukrainian. At the
wedding reception which followed, four
young couples in Ukrainian costumes
performed traditional Ukrainian folk
dance steps to some lively Ukrainian
music (it may have been the "Hopak"
melody).
Viewers must certainly have assumed
that the language, the customs and the
dances were Serbian, since the Skagska
family was present at the wedding and
the reception. Nothing was said or
shown to indicate that the family might
be attending the wedding of Ukrainian
friends in their community.
A call to NBC-TV in New York
brought a courteous response but no
solution to the question, except a
suggestion to contact Lorimar Produc
tions in Burbank. Taking another tack,
I telephoned the Serbian Orthodox
Cathedral of St. Sava in Manhattan,
where an official told me that the
language used in Serbian churches is
Old Slavonic.
Question: Was the Skagska family
attending a Ukrainian wedding, or did
the show's producers feel that Ukraini
an and Serbian language and traditions
are interchangeable? Tune in next week
for the answer.

A proud achievement

Marsha Metrinko
This information was gleaned from
her sister. Marsha, another former
beauty-contest winner who is now
working in New York as an advertising
manager and advertising coordinator of
Air Group One for American Way,
the.ifirf`l.igJit,niaga?ioe,of American.
Airlines;.. Marsha was Miss New Yprk
City in the Miss America pageant,.Miss.^
-Г..-; : І І Я - '
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A project begun in September 1978
was completed and quietly dedicated a
few weeks ago. What was once a dingy,
cluttered and crowded storeroom and
office has been converted into a work of `
art — a pine-paneVed 18th-century
Hutsul-Boiko village home interior,
complete with ceiling beam, built-in
benches and white-washed corner oven.
The new room is a dream fulfilled for
Мугоп–; SurWachJr., theownertpf.th,e..
і Sur,naft, Book Store` on/East' -Sevenths
,StrfS^tiSiJMse^ a ^^n4A^rfc.eiJ^y^i;,

Bohdan Kalyna points to the intricate design on a desk that he built.
for Bohdan Kalyna, an East Village carpentry career in Argentina in 1950,
resident with some 30 years of experi then resettled in New York in 1957.
ence in cabinetry, custom-work carpen During the past 19 years, while working
as a carpenter for two uptown com
try and antique furniture restoration.
Mr. Surmach decided that his office panies, he sang in the "Dumka" Chorus
quarters did not measure up to the and assisted as a "diak" at St. George's
colorful'ambiance of tiis shop and Church ` in Manhattan and the Holy
outlined his ideas for ethnic office Ghost , Church in Brooklyn. Now
retired, and with the Hutsul project
renovation to Mr. Kalyna^. -. .
Once the details were settled (with finished, he said that he was returning
with
his wife Emilia to Argentina, their
many references to the text "Wooden
Architecture of the Carpathian Moun first home in the New World.
tains"), Mr. Kalyna began to panel the
walls and ceiling with oil-finished Around, town
tongue-in-groove Canadian pine that
gives the effect of hewn logs. The sole
At the Metropolitan Opera, Andriy
window in the room was replaced with a Dobriansky in "Eugene Ohegin" and
double-door closet' which now holds "Billy Budd".,.Paul Plishka in "Onebooks and catalogues. A section of one gin," "Fidel io" and "Parsifal"...George
wall that was built out to conceal pipes Bphachevsky-back with the New York
was flanked by built-in benches with ^Gity Opera when It opens its Spring '80
hinged seats which raise to provide season on February 21...On exhibit at
access to storage space. Additional the Ukrainian Institute of America
improvements included two built-in until February 22 are 45 paintings and
desks, shelves, a free-standing bench mosaics with floral subjects by Toronto
and a six-sided coffee table.
artist Irene Nosyk...The. Ukrainian
Unifying the whole room is a floral Bandura Ensemble will take part in the
motif carved by Mr. Kalyna as the New Yprk Public Library's six-month
finishing decor on all pieces and the experiment of opening regional libra
ries on Sundays and holding musical
ceiling beam.
The facsimile-clay oven is adorned programs of interest to the family. The
ensemble
will give its first performance
with a floral design painted by Yaroslava Surmach Mills. Colorful kilims in Stateh Island, on February 24 at 2
and embroidered cushions On the ben p.m..at St. George^Library Center, 10
ches, icons and paintings on the walls, Hyatt St.
and ceramics and carved wood plates on
the shelves stand out against the light- Correction
colored walls.
During the dedication ceremony
The Ukrainian radio program pre
attended by Mr. Kalyna and the staff of sented each week by St. George's
Surma's shop, the woodcarver from Ukrainian Catholic Church of New
Truskavets in Lviv county recalled his York goes on the air every Friday at-7
high-school days in Lviv, when he p.m. on WPOW-AM. 1300 on the dial.
delighted in watching the work done in Due to a typographical error, the time
his uncle's carpentry shop. He began his listed in a recent column was incorrect.

Attention students!
Throughout the year Ukrainian student clubs are planning activities. The
Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us know in advance about upcoming
events. We will be happy to help you publicize them. The Weekly will also be
glad to prinf timely news stories about activities that hove already taken
place. Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) will also be
accepted;. МАКЕ– YOURSELF HEARD. Send mWirialsfo The Weekly. '
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Ukrainian pattern. Prof. Resch chose to
The Vegreville Pysanka - an engineering problem overcome build
it out of aluminum, which can be
The following article about The
Vegreville Pysanka. the world's largest
Ukrainian Easter egg. appeared in the
October 1979 edition of the Boston
University Today. It was written by
Sheila Driscoll.
It's hard to believe, but nine mathe
matical, architectural and engineering
firsts were achieved in a search for a way
to construct the world's largest pysan
ka. or Easter egg.
. Credit for its creation goes to Ronald
Resch. a visiting professor in system
engineering at Boston University, who
spent one full year designing and
actually constructing the aluminum
pysanka monument. The significance of
this achievement lies in more than its
impressive dimensions, 18 feet in dia
meter and 28 feet from tip to tip.
The design represents the first practi
cal application of a newly developed
system known as "B-Spline" mathema
tics - it is the first time an object with a
doubly curved surface has effectively
used a constant unit of measurement to
determine the proportions of its com
position.
The story begins in 1974, when the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police spon
sored a nationwide competition to
design a monument commemorating its
centennial. The Mounties pledged
awards of S 15.000 to the communities
that presented the best designs.
The town of Vegreville, in the pro
vince of Alberta, responded to the
challenge. Primarily an agricultural
community, Vegreville has the largest
Ukrainian settlement in Canada. This
nationality constitutes almost three-

fourths of the town's 5,000 inhabitants
and because the townspeople wanted
their monument to reflect the commu
nity's unique ethnicity, they proposed to
fashion a giant Ukrainian Easter egg.
Their idea was a winner.
During its search for someone to
design the egg, the Vegreville Chamber
of. Commerce heard of Prof. Resch's
previous success in designing unusual
structures. He had just completed a
dome on exhibit at the Grand Founda
tion in Chicago. They approached the
engineer with 'he idea and he agreed to
design the monument.
His design had to conform to certain
specifications: the shape had to be that
of a genuine chicken egg, it had to be
lighweight and brightly colored, and
had to remain within a budget of
SI 5,000.
Prof. Resch set to work optimisti
cally; the job appeared demanding, but
not formidable. He planned first to refer
to the analytical equation that defined a
chicken egg shape, then to modify the
mathematical calculations he had used
to design the dome, and thus come up
with a workable design for the egg.
Unfortunately, he soon discovered that
no one had ever defined the analytical
expression for a chicken egg silhouette.
After six months of painstaking work, it
also became clear that the seemingly
simple alterations to the dome specifi
cations were just not feasible. He was
forced to start from scratch — to
determine an original equation and
fashion a new structural geometry to
form the egg's shape.
A new mathematical system finally
helped Prof. Resch to a definition of the

"Rushnychok": The first 10 years

egg .silhouette. A group of his colleagues
in Utah had been experimenting with
"Spline" mathematics, a procedure
which. Prof. Resch explains, "imitates
the way draftsmen used to use bent
rulers and bent wires to get smooth
curves." In other words, by choosing
specific, small numbers of points, one
can define a polyhedron (a solid formed
by plane faces).
After he developed the egg shape,
says Prof. Resch, "the problem was to
design some way of fabricating this into
elements that could be constructed." In
the beginning, he tried to follow a
standard constructional procedure that
creates sections by first intersecting
longitude and latitude lines and then
sending diagonals across the object's
surface, but a computerized picture of
that scheme revealed that the assem
blage of those sections would not result
in a completely smooth curve.
Prof. Resch then applied an entirely
new procedure to the problem, and the
solution he obtained after several more
months of work represents afirstin the
field of engineering. He formulated a
triangular facet definition for the egg.
This described a surface area composed
of 3,512 identical components. Sections
consisted of six corner-connected equi
lateral triangles closing in a hexagon.
This organization gave the shape
more symmetry and greater pattern
regularity than did a grid scheme based
on longitudes and latitudes. Because it
used a large number of identical pieces,
it was easier and more economical to
build.
To satisfy the requirements that the
egg be lightweight, and decorated in a
more regular basis. This renewed com
mit ment had to be moderated by a value
we had all come to respect. That value
was our well-being and the well-being of
those we left at home when we hit the
road for an appearance. However, we
are without a doubt as enthusiastic as
ever about our particular craft and the
people who allow us to entertain them.
Looking back, it has been a very
satisfying ехрегіепсеГ no matter which
unit of measurement one wishes to use
in gaging that satisfaction. If numbers
are important, we have relished the
thrill of reaching out to sing for some
8,000 at the New Jersey Garden State
Arts Center. But possibly our greatest
reward came from the electricity that
was generated the day we played for
some 50 of our most respected citizens
at a Ukrainian home for the aged in
Toronto. We watched them cry and
made them laugh, and heard the most
gratifying bravos of our musical career.
If wealth could be measured by the
number of friends a person has, we must
be millionnaires. From coast to coast,
across Canada and the United States,
people have taken us into their homes,
cared for us and have done everything

'Rushnychok"
Ai times our pace became brutal. We
traveled too much, slept too little and
played too hard. Our need to be seen
and to share our Ukrainian music took
us to city after city in search of new
audiences to conquer. The requests for
appearances were always more numer
ous than we could satisfy. While we
(( ontimtcd from pngc M
always prided ourselves on our ability
to perform Friday in Boston. Saturday Crisis in which the U.S. government
in New York City and Sunday in Jersey, was humiliating its allies instead of
the physical demands took their toll.
organizing another challenge to the
The members talked about it and uncertain heirs of Stalin. Why. then,
even wrote about our need to cut back should Moscow risk engaging in the
sharply. The decision was made and most serious military conflict since the
last war with Germany?
published.
In case of a second war between
At first people told us they missed our
performances. After several weeks we China and Vietnam it is more than clear
realized just how much we reflected that the United States would help the
those very same sentiments.about the .former in many ways. For. while it isnot
people we had performed for. Slowly 'Jclea-r-whether -Mr.` Carter`sfighting
чЧвиїЛву-сЛяЛі^^їот-віч^^^'в'”й ^statenreMsagaiast-Sovietf-aggression in

A lot of people think we've broken
up. They crowd onto dance floors
across North America, clutching their
partners and an old album cover; and
try to figure out who the new members
of "Rushnychok" are.
Well, to save the betting public some
hard-earned cash, we have decided to
set the record straight in writing. There
are no new members in "Rushnychok."
True, the drummer may be wearing
contact lenses and the bass guitarist
may have shaved his mustache, but
minus some glass and facial hair
we're all the same.
We have been this way for a long
time. It was around this time of the year.
10 years ago. that we practiced together
lor our first appearance anywhere. It
was.to be in M0.nK?al ^" New..Year's.
F.vij. 1969. We've been together ever
sin^.?^^.x^xe^jaWivw^:'3.Vc^Vi''-Vj.:

dyed or anodyzed. Experts told him
that aluminum anodyzed gold, silver or
bronze retained its color for at least 50
years, so he selected those shades for the
finished construction. He consulted an
authority in the field of pysanka de
coration and together they found a
traditional motif that followed a trian
gular organization and consequently
could be applied to the facets of the egg.
Although the assembly process mo
ved swiftly and smoothly, as the monu
ment neared completion its designer
began to worry about the possibility of a
cumulative error, the chance that some
small miscalculation would prevent the
construction from fitting together as a
whole. But the egg had been so carefully
constructed — its dimensionsfiguredto
thousandths of an inch — that the
builders encountered no problems when
they finally attached the last piece.
The egg, end product of six months of
mathematical calculation, three months
of fabrication and six weeks of assembly
was finished in the summer of 1976. A
crowd of 5,000 attended the dedication
ceremony at which the townspeople,
delighted with the monument, named
Prof. Resch an honorary citizen of
Vegreville.
The Vegreville Pysanka received
another prestigious honor this past
August, when Queen Elizabeth II, on a
Canadian visit, traveled to Alberta and
gave the monument a second dedica
tion. The egg stands today on the
outskirts of Vegreville. as much a tribute
to the perseverance of Ron Resch as to
the centennial of the Mounties and the
culture of the Ukrainians.
to make us feel welcome. Knowing us,
they know we will never forget their
kindness. We think of them often.
The strength of "Rushnychok" is
surprising even to ourselves. We think
it's a product of our commitment to
each other and to our Ukrainian heri
tage. If one looks at human nature, a
person usually shows his or her worst
side under pressure. We were often
under pressure. We've seen the worst of
each other. And still, after 10 years,
we're together.
In the waning weeks of 1979, we
performed in Toronto. Montreal, Phi
ladelphia. Phoenix and New Haven.
After this mini-tour we are convinced
that not only are we all toghether; our
sound is too.
Looking ahead, our plans are simple.
We intend to play on a regular basis. We
hope to record our fifth album in the
very near future and we intend to
conquer as many new auditoriums and
concert halls as we can.
Steve Andrusiak
Artdrij Harasymowycz
Evhen Osidacz
Georges Sztyk

Will there be a second.
Afghanistan should be considered
policy or rhetoric, no one should
misinterpret Chinese dedication to the
overthrow of fhe Vietnamese domi
nation of Indochina, thus weakening
Moscow's drive in Asia. The Persian
(iull would be much easier to defend
when Vietnamese and Soviet successes
in Southeast Asia have been halted.
This is just simple, almost elementary,
good strategy.
Dr. Sawcruk is an associate professor
of history at St. Peter"s`Collegem Jersey
Citv.-fV./y -.'.'y "-- - ` -!'.v- -'" -
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Ukrainian National Association
DECEMBER 1979
DISBURSEMENTS FOR DECEMBER 1979:

RECORDING DEPARTMENT
TOTALS AS OF NOVEMBER 30, 1979:

Juv.

Adults

ADD

Totals:

21.931

57,249

6,843

86,023

121
10

183
33
13
2
6

355
47
16
6
6

136

237

430

42
6
10
2
1
21
107
77

51
14
2

113
22
12
2
65
57
219
210

GAINS IN DECEMBER 1979:
New members
Reinstated
Transferred in
Changeclaas in
Transferred from Juv. Dept.
TOTAL GAINS:
LOSSES IN DECEMBER 1979:
Suspended
Transferred out
Change of class out
Transferred to adults
Died
Cash surrender
Endowment matured
Fully paid-up
Reduced paid-up
Extended insurance

266

TOTAL LOSSES:

63
36
112
133
1
4

15

1
19

416

38

720

INACTIVE MEMBERSHIP:
GAINS IN DECEMBER 1979:
Paid-up

77
30

126
10

—

203
40

TOTAL GAINS:

107

136

-

243

-

6

11
11
6
5

11
20
6
11

15

33

-

Paid to or for members:
Cash surrenders
Death benefits
Matured endowment certificates
Payordeath benefits
Benefits paid out from Fraternal Funds
Reinsurance premiums
Benefits from Orphans Fund
Dividends to members
'

Total

Operating expenses:
"Soyuzivka" Resort
"Svoboda" operation
500 E. 11th Street. New York City, N Y

-..

Organizing expenses:
Advertising
Medical inspections
Traveling expenses special organizers
Reward to special organizers
Field conferences
Reward to Branch organizers
Reward supreme medical examiner

9
Lapsed
TOTAL LOSSES:

21.893

57.173

48

6.862

85.928

WALTER SOCHAN
Supreme Secretary

F8NANCIAL DEPARTMENT
INCOME FOR DECEMBER 1979
Dues from members

j 285.272.01

Interest from:
Bonds
Mortgage loans
Certificate loans
Banks

120.884.25
14,373.52
3,360.98
801.37

Ukrainian National URCorporation loan
Total:

Refunds:
Matured endowments
Taxes held in escrow paid
Taxes - Federal, State S City on employee wages
Taxes - Can. With S pension plan on employee wages
Employee hospitalization plan premiums
Canadian Corporation Taxes
Insurance Dept. fees
Donations - support
Investment expenses

, , .-,,,.., ,, , ,., , , : , , , . , , - . . . , y , Income ferDtcembw 1979:

100,000.00
S 239,420.12
30,248.35
19,774.45
92,123.63

Income of Real Estate in New York City
Income of "Soyuzivka" Resort
Income of "Svoboda" operation

Investment:
Mortgages repaid
Certificate loans repaid
Bonds matured 4 amortized
Depreciation of printing plant S EDP equipment
Deprivation of Real Estate

1,519.00
306.95
984.34
4,574.65
124.80
12,233.40
750.00

Total:

20,493.14

Payroll, Insurance S Taxes:
TaxesCanadian P.P. ft Ul employee
Employee Hospitalization Plan
Employee Pension Plan
Salaries — executive officers
\ Salaries- office employees
Taxes - Federal, State S City employee wages
Insurance

82.86
1,716.28
58,290.37
8,417.15
22,561.33
10,322.10
3,355.28
TotaT

Died

,.
,.
Miscellaneous:
Accrual of discount on bonds
Donations to Scholarship Fund
Sale of Ukrainian Encyclopaedia
Reinsurance recovered
Transfer to Orphans Fund
Doantions to Emergency Fund

37,283.72
90,531.05
. 32,739.24
.

LOSSES IN DECEMBER 1979:

TOTAL UNA MEMBERSHIP
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1979:

17.132 64
90.362.46
163.029.97
617.52
3,050.00
3,604.09
32.41
737.71
`- S278.566.80

3,019.28
1,136.00
8,919.15
38.33
374.73
30.773.39
5.00
100.00
50.00
Total:

Official publication "Svoboda"

63,830.82
4,019.29
107,787.51
12,167.98
15,990.62
,,,;.;,.-. -;.-, Jotal:-,-,–,
,;-,,^03Д9^22
^ і , ь ...Vl
І ,г
)к^^цШ

48,600.00

General administrative expenses:
General office maintenance
Postage
Rental of equipment
Telephone
Traveling expenses — general
Printings stationery
Books S printed matter
Operating expenses Canadian office
Accrued interest on bonds
Insurance Department fees
Collection charges
Furniture S equipment
Actuarial S statistical expense
Amortization of bonds
-.:
Depreciation of EDP equipment'." .".".7.7
Depreciation of printing plant equipment
Depreciation of real estate
Loss on mortgage loans

!

y^....

-i.-.'„;..

- -

1,627.94
3,910.00
858.51
1,203.85
3,107.70
13.388.76
11 30
161.16
1,957.19
426.00
9.32
189.00
1,355.00
7,787.51
3,550.51
8,617.47
15,990.62
39,066.40
j 103,218.24

Miscellaneous:
Scholarships
Ukrainian Encyclopaedia costs
Donation - support
Annual session expenses

500.00
1,267.91
11,725.00
240.00
-

Investments:
Real Estate
Mortgage loans granted
Certificate loans granted
Bonds purchased S amortized
EDP Sprinting plant equipment purchased

S13732.91
956.45
34,000.00
4,280.98
289,934.99
136.20

.`

Total:
Disbursements for December 1979:

S44.415.88
3,804.91
31.00
1,577.00
2,910.00
1,000.00
2,114.26

S104.745.37

S329.308.62
Sl.059,219.09

BALANCE
LIABILITIES:

ASSETS:
Cash
S
210,947.17
Bonds
31,482,046.83
Stocks
552,907.25
Mortgage loans
2,333,332.39
Certificate loans
564,837.40
Real estate
696,454.45
Printing plant S EDP equipment
195,686.64
8,000,000.00
LoajntoUMJj^p^aJron.

Fund:
Life Insurance
Fraternal
Orphan's
Old Age Home
Emwgencj(funo^

S 43,302,017.16
125.189.72
241.47523
306.659.64
60,870.38

Total:

Total:

S44.036.212.13

S44.036.212.13
г Я г ^ ф Н Г ї Ш О :`

ULANA M. DIACHUK

Supreme Treasurer
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Newark community hosts Moroz

-!i

Salute Latvia's independence anniversary

New Jersey state Sen. John P. Caufield (second right) presents Valentyn Moroz
with the copy of the Ukrainian Independence Day resolution. Others, left to right,
are: Prof. Nicholas Chirovsky, UCCA branch president Michael Ciapka and UCCA President Dr. Lev E. Dobriansky (second left) and his wife Julia (first right)
called recently on Dr. Anatol and Mrs. Dingers, charge d'affairs of the Latvian
Mykola Semanyshyn.
Legation in Washington, D.C., to convey greetings on the occasion of Latvia's
NEWARK, N.J. - The weekend of local SUM-A's traditional "yaiynka," independence anniversary. Also on hand were: Richard W. Peterson (first left),
January 26-27 the Newark-Irvington- then met briefly with Ukrainian stu president of the International Bankers Association and an aide to GOP presidential
Maplewood community hosted Valen dents.
candidate John Connelly, Theodore Caryk, UCCA branch president, and his wife
In the course of the Saturday meeting
tyn Moroz who attended a series of
Teresa who represented the UNWLA.
events and paid brief visits to Ukrainian with the Ukrainian community, state
Sen. John P. Caufield presented Mr.
parishes in the area.
Moroz with the copy of a resolution he
Saturday, January 26, Mr. Moroz had introduced earlier with state Sen.
addressed an overflow gathering at the Joseph Hirkala in the New Jersey
Ukrainian Community Center in Irv- Senate on the occasion of the 62nd
ington. He was at the center again anniversary of Ukraine's independence
Sunday afternoon taking part in the proclamation.

To hold North American
ski championships

John Sherby, 64, dies
PLAINFIELD, N.J. - John Sherby,
a Ukrainian community activist, died
here Friday, January 18, at his home.Ke
was 64'years old.
Born in Brooklyn, N.Y., Mr. Sherby
was a resident of Detroit, Mich., before
moving to Plainfield 25 years ago.
Mr. Sherby was an architectural
engineer for the Wigton-Abbot Com
pany of Plainfield. He was with the firm
for 12 years. Mr. Sherby was a member
of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin
Ukrainian Orthodox Church, South
Plainfield.
He was also a member of the "Dumka" Ukrainian chorus and the Club
"Boyan" both of Detroit.

He is survived by his wife, Nettie
Sharyk Sherby; a son, John M. Sherby
of
Piscataway;
two daughters,
Dbreen Ndson of Ridgefield,. Conn,
and Anita Anderson of Warren;
his mother, Mary Sherbaty, and a
sister, Alice Hulyk, both of De
troit.
Mrs. Sharyk Sherby is assistant to
her mother who is secretary of UNA
Branch 312 here.
Funeral services were held Monday,
January 21, from the Nativity of the
Blessed Virgin Ukrainian Orthodox
Church in South Plainfield.
The interment followed at the Hill
side Cemetery here.

ORGANIZING DEPARTMENT
THE FIVE BEST IN DECEMBER, 1979
Members:

Districts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

453
251
197
184
149

Philadelphia, Pa., chairman - P. Tarnawsky
New York, N. Y., chairman - M. Chomanczuk
Chicago, 111., chairman - M. Soroka
Toronto, Ont, chairma n - B. Zorycz
Cleveland, Ohio, chairman - 1 . Fur . . . —

Members:

Branches:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.

401 - Scarborough, Ont, secretary - S. Chorney .
240 - Cleveland, Ohio, secretary - M. Kihiczak..
83-Philadelphia, Pa., s e c r e t a r y - A . Kushnir . .
94 - Hamtramck, Mich., secretary - R. Tatarskyj
347 - Millville, N. J., secretary - Daria Zapar
3 1 6 - Rochester, NY., secretary - W. Hawrylak .

Members:

Organizers:
M. Kihiczak-Branch 240
W. Hawrylak - Branch 316
R.Tatarskyj- Branch94
Kvitka Stectuk - Branch 25
M.Semkiw-Branch 379

^
J3
A
\
^
j 0

Total number of new members in December 1979
Total a m o u n t of life insurance in 1 9 7 9

нонайю .v йіши

jpaaan'
Down memory lane: Lake Placid, N. Y., the site of this year's Winter Olympics, was
the site of the first Ukrainian ski championships in North America, which were held
in December of 1954. Photo above shows some of the participants in that first meet.

355
S7.311.500

WASYL ORICHOWSKY
Supreme Organizer

NEW YORK, N Y . - The 25th
annual Ukrainian ski championships of
the Federation of Ukrainian Sports
Clubs of North America (USCAK) will
be held Saturday and Sunday, February
23-24, at Song Mountain in Tully, N. Y.,
Route 81 south of Syracuse, NY. The
event is being organized this year by the
Carpathian Ski Club of Toronto, Ont
Scheduled events include slalom
and giant slalom in the following age
groups: men, women, senior men, male
and female juniors and boys and girls
(aged 9-14). The times recorded in
slalom and giant slalom will be applied
to scoring the alpine combination,

except for boys and girls. Also planned
are cross country runs for men, women
and juniors.
. Competition is scheduled to begin
Saturday at 8:30 a.m.. Cross country
events are slated for Sunday beginning
at 9 a.m.
Trophies and medals will be pre
sented in the course of the Saturday
evening banquet at the Holiday Inn in
downtown Syracuse.
Running the two-day event will be a
committee comprised of Ihor Chuma,
meet director, Jaroslaw Rubel, chief
referee, and Nicholas Bohatiuk, secre
tary.

Religious center dedicated in Florida
NORTH PORT, Fla. - The St.
Andrew Ukrainian Religious and Cul
tural Center, a facility to be shared by
Ukrainian. Catholic and Orthodox
congregations, was dedicated here in
December 1979.
The ceremony was conducted by the
Very Rev. Volodymyr Melnyk of Ann
АгіЙ)ії/''Mich., and`'`the Rev. Stephen
Acram?ajyof St. Petersburgh, Fla.

Sen. Paul Yuzyk of Ottawa, Ont.,
was a guest speaker.
An open house was held after the
official dedication with some 200 per
sons from St. Petersburg!!, Sarasota,
Venice, Port. Charlotte, Fort Myers,
Naples, Miami and other municipalities
in attendance.
Fund-raising for the center was
begun some гДге^іуіваге agoj, CM'

U
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Altar blessed at St. Joseph's in Chicago
CHICAGO, 111. - The main altar
and other sanctuary accessories funded
by the Altar and Rosary Society of St.
Joseph's Ukrainian Catholic Church
here were blessed in the ancient rites of
the Church by the Revs. Joseph Shary,
pastor, and Leonard Korchinski, assis
tant pastor. A festive banquet in the
church hall rounded out the day's
celebration, held Sunday. December 7.
1979.
The blessing took place before the
Divine Liturgy, with while ribbons
attached to four sides of the main altar
and stretching to the marble apsidal
throne in the back, to the vestment table
on the right, the "proskomidia" table on
the left and the "tetrapod" in front, in
the nave of the church. A strip of ribbon
also joined the marble pulpit to this
aggregate of artistically designed mar
ble sanctuary items. Ribbons were
extended from the "tetrapod" to the
aisles in the church where the faithful
held the ribbons and became partici
pants of the blessing ceremony. The
Altar and Rosary Society members held
burning candles while the consecratory
prayers were being recited.

The Revs. Joseph Shary and Leonard Korchinski are seen above blessing the new altar and accessories at St. Joseph's
Ukrainian Catholic Church in Chicago, III.
crowd in the new parish banquet hall.
After the dinner, program chairman
Adele Tworek introduced Olga Kozak
who served as master of ceremonies for
the afternoon, opening the program
with a brief historical reflection: "Ten
years ago our pastor outlined a goal for
the Altar and Rosary Society to raise
525,000 for the sanctuary of our new
church. All of us gasped in amazement
at this staggering figure. And so, here
we are today, 10 years later, gasping
again, not at how much money we had
to raise, but at the beauty of our new
altars."
She then read a congratulatory letter
from Bishop Jaroslav Gabro, who was

The Divine Liturgy followed. Concelebrating at the newly blessed altars
were the Rev. Shary, the Rev. Korchin
ski and an attending prist, the Rev.
Nicholas Holovaty. In their homilies
both the pastor and assistant pastor
based their themes on the rich symbols
in mosaic in the marble furnishings.
Responses to the Liturgy were sung by
the parish choir under the direction of
Julian Pozniak.
Following the Liturgy a gourmet
dinner', prepared and served by a com
mittee of ladies under the helm of Mary
Turek, was offered to the capacity

b). the agenda did not foresee discus
sion of these questions in the form of a
separate item in the program, and, in
meantime, was elected head of the the case of Messrs. Plawiuk and Olek
Leadership of Ukrainian Nationalists, syn, they were raised at the very end of
has no basis either in the by-laws of the the meeting during the 'miscellaneous'
WCFU or the UCCA. or in previous item of the agenda.
practice in organized Ukrainian com
Not having received prior informa
munity and political life. Therefore, Mr. tion about these important questions,
Plawiuk should continue his activity the composition of the National Coun
until the end of his term as designated cil on December 15 was incomplete,
by the Third WCFU Congress.
and the majority of participants left the
3. The resolution which asserts that meeting before its adjournment.
These decisions jolted the conscience
Ivan Oleksyn should immediately pass
on his duties as UCCA representative in of the Ukrainian community, under
the WCFU to Wolodymyr Masur, who mined the prestige of the UCCA and
on the ba^sis of the rotational system may lead to a division of the Ukrainian
became the executive vice president of community at precisely that time when
the UCCA for one year, is not in world events demand the fullest har
keeping with the UCCA by-laws. Mr. mony and tolerance from us.
Oleksyn, along with five other persons,
The signatories hope that events
was elected tothe WCFU fora full term. within the National Council of the
The three aforementioned resolu UCCA will become an occasion for
tions cannot be considered valid also deep reflection on the part of all acti
because the procedure by which they vists who value the welfare of the
were approved was illegal for the Ukrainian community and the Ukraini
an Congress Committee of America and
following reasons:
a), the resolutions were introduced all who strive toward harmonious
for discussion in the National Council cooperation of all community institu
without prior agreement
with the tions and organizations active within its
sphere."
UCCA Executive Committee;

17 UCCA.

(Continued from page .')

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
ANNOUNCES

unable to attend because of prior
commitments.
The Rev. Shary thanked everyone
"who showed concern in large or lesser
degree for the beauty of God's house."
Sanctuary
committee chairman
Mary Dale reviewed the work entailed
in choosing the appropriate material
and design for the altar and other
sanctuary furnishings. "Our committee
decided on marble throughout," she
said. "We chose Italian marble for the
sanctuary floor, the four medallion
symbols in the floor, and the altar top
with golden mosaic base. The exquisite
apsidal throne in back of the altar, the
table of 'proskomidia' and vestment
(table were all to be crafted of Italian
marble, as were the pulpit and the
'tetrapod'.``
, She concluded her remarks, by say
ing, "It took 10 minutes to bless them
for the glory of God. It took 10 years to
collect funds. Was it worth it? Yes!
Because in that span of time we were
gathering for ouselves not minutes or
years, but an eternity of graces."
Highlighting the program were solo

JENKINTOWN, Pa. - Special clas pants are taught the beautiful art of
ses to satisfy popular demand are being decorating Easter Eggs in the Ukrainian
offered this spring at Manor Junior tradition. The workshop is run in two
College for Women under the titles of sessions, the first is Saturday and
How to Live with Stress and Still be Sunday, March 1-2; the second March
Healthy, Pysanky Workshops, and 8-9. Registration for this S20 workshop
can be accomplished weekdays in the
Basic Conversational Ukrainian.
The How to Live with Stress course, school's library.
In keeping with Manor's Ukrainian
under the leadership of Angela Scarangelli, offers a "workshop dealing heritage, Basic . Conversational Uk
with early stress detection and useful rainian courses will be offered Satur
coping mechanisms to help alleviate the days from 10 to 12:30 and 1 to 3:30
physical effects of stress." The teacher on February 2 through May 10. The
incorporates aerobic and anaerobic morning course is designed for those
exercises in the Tuesday programs who have some familiarity with conver
which will be held February 19 to April sational Ukrainian. The afternoon
course is for those who know a few
29 from 10 to 11:30 a.m.
The Pysanky Workshop is an an words - or none at all. Dr. Zirka.
nual event at Manor which adds to Derlycia will conduct the Ukrainian
-.
the beauty of the Easter season. Partici courses.
x s c s x :
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THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
is looking
for College Seniors and Graduates .

FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1980-81
The scholarships are available to students at an accredited college or university, who have been
members of the Ukrainian National Association for at least two years. Applicants are judged on
the basis of scholastic record, financial need and involvement in Ukrainian community and
student life. Applications are to be submitted no later than March 31, 1980.

FOR TRAINING
AS FRATERNAL INSURANCE SALESMEN
Good earning potential and all benefits.

For application form write to:
30 Montgomery Street

ш

Jersey City, N.J. 07302

Principal guests at the head table
were the Rev. Demetrius Kowalchik,
OSB, presently administrator of two
parishes in Indiana, and the Rev.
Holowaty, attending priest at St. Jo
seph's, and representatives of various
parish organizations.

New courses set for Manor

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

ifessssss;
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renditions by tenor Bohdan Kucan. His
piano accompanist was Irene Pankiw.
The program concluded with ah
original radio skit by Florence Kozyra,
titled "Interviews by Radio Station
ARS." The mock-radio review delight
fully depicted the manner in which the
members of the Altar and Rosary
Society raised funds to pay for the
sanctuary furnishings.
The program concluded with the
whole cast on stage singing "Otche
nash."
The Rev. Korchinski thanked all the
members of the Altar and Rosary
Society, all the parishioners and every
one who made the celebration a
memorable event. He reminded the
members that the sanctuary was not yet
finished and that they were to continue
their efforts to bring it to completion.
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"Abandon differences..."
t( oiMiuufil Ггош |t;tyr "1

light-communism in Vietnam, how
many of you wrote letters to support the
United States in the darkest hour of its
recent history, in her, struggle against
Ukraine's mortal enemy. Yet you have
excellent credentials from which to
speak.
., ..
We must remember that with perhaps
one or two exceptions here today, we
are all citizens of these United States,
first and foremost Americans. As such,
when we.say America does or does not
do something it is we here who are or are
not doing'thatvery thing. America is the
sum total of all,its citizens and acts on
the wishes, of these citizens. But the
citizens must make themselves heard.
Above this, we of UkrainiatKheritagc
have a much heavier responsibility to
our America than most other Ameri
cans. We know what the Soviet Union is
and what communism means. We are
today remembering just that. It is our
sacred duty to Ukraine and to America
to speak' out strongly and vigorously
about what we know is true and right.
Our brothers in Ukrainedo not have the
political freedom that we do. There are
hundreds of thousands of them in
Siberia, in insane asylums or dead.
Why? Because they exercise their Godgiven right to speak out lor what they
believe and for Ukraine. It is we who
should be stuffing the mailboxes at the
White House and the Congress. It is we
who should be exercising our political
freedom, freedom of speech and free
dom of religion.
We should stop pointing to the past.
It does no good to look back unless we
look back to learn, so that we do not
repeat the same mistakes. Unfortunate
ly, whatido we.find when we look back'.'
We find yc have notHearned unity and
tolerance; that Ukrainians have not
learned how to adapt to new ways, new
political systems and to use them to
і heir advantage: or that our enemies
beat us with our own hands, on our own
ground. What we should learn from
looking hack 62 years is that Ukrainians
in the whole world should not wait
another 62 years to celebrate our newday of independence.
Ukrainians in the free world continue
to adhere to archaic political and
religious differences. These differences
are no longer valid. They do not reflect
reality. They add nothing to our duty to
teach the world who and what we
Ukrainians are. They serve our enemies
who use these political and religious
differences to further divide us. and the
rest of the world laughs at our inability
lo work together. They believe that
Ukrainians cannot be taken seriously,
because Ukrainians cannot even take
themselves seriously.
Ukrainians in the free world should
become a part of the political system ot
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Ottawa U. students launch program

the country in which they live. In
\merica Ukrainians should have only
two differences: Democrat and Repub
lican, fn our own Ukrainian organiza
tions we should stop re-electing the
same Ukrainians over and over, in most
cases, apparently for life. In most
eases those Ukrainian leaders lose
contact with modern political reality.
They become ineffective and. even
worse, they sometimes actually become
detrimental to Ukraine's best interests.
Instead Ukrainians should strongly
encourage youth to join the mainstream
of Ukrainian leadership. We should
recognize that unless we stop demand
ing that our youth join archaic emigre
political parties, for the most part
totally incomprehensible to them, they
will not take up the Ukrainian cause.
I wish to leave you with a few
thoughts that 1 ask you to answer with
your heart and only to yourself. Will
Ukrainians spend another 62 years
looking back to the past before we begin
looking forward to when Ukraine is one
again free? Will Ukrainians in the free
world come to recognize the reality of
life and finally end the political sickness
that keeps Ukrainians divided with
inconsequential political and religious
compartmentations? Will Ukrainians
realize that Ukrainians in Ukraine no
longer care about religious differences,
and do not consider emigre Ukrainian
political parties as legitimate? They
would rather have Ukrainians in the
free world work as one solid, united
front for world recognition of Ukraine
and Ukrainianism. Will Ukrainians in
the free world come to understand that
Ukraine's future is her youth? Unless
Ukrainians utilize that youth. Ukraine's
hopes of recognition by the free world
will continue to be dim: Will Americans
of Ukrainian heritage, you and I.
exercise the freedoms we have here and
follow the "zapovit"that Shevchenko
gave us over 100 years ago. "Svoho ne
tsuraites. chuzoho nauchaites"? Will we
take the initiative to work positively in
the political system which for many here
is "chuzhe"?

OTTAWA. Ont. - The Ukrainian
Academic Oub at the University of
Ottawa recently announced a series of
academic and cultural activities for the
university's 1980 winter trimester.
Zonia Keywan. a free-lance journa
list from Montreal, Que., and author of
the book, "Greater than Kings,"and her
husband, professional photographer
Martin Coles, will inaugurate the
UAC's first cultural evening this year
with a color slide presentation and
lecture on "The Early Ukrainian Settle
ments in Western Canada." Mrs. Keywan and her husband spent a year
traveling through the rural areas of
western Canada on a fact-finding tour
and interviewed numerous Ukrainian
homesteaders and their descendants.
Early in February, the UAC will be
observing a special memorial service for
the late poet and writer Borys ОІек–
sandriw in the Ukrainian Orthodox
church here. A poetic evening has been
planned for the occasion as a tribute to
his memorv.

An academic lecture, titled "Baroque
Influences in Ukrainian Architecture,"
will be presented in the last week of
February by Prof. Radoslav Zuk from
Montreal's McGill University.
In March, Dr. Oksana Asher from
New York has been invited to speak on
the topic "Mykhaylo Dray-Khmaraand
the Ukrainian Neoclassicists."
Finally, Dr. George Sheveiov from
Columbia University will be the key
note speaker at the UACs final acade
mic evening Saturday, April 12 Dr.
Shevelov's lecture, titled "Hryhoriy
Skovoroda in the Romantic Legend,"
will be presented as a memorial tribute
to the late Prof. Constantine Bida, the
founder and long-time head of the
University of Ottawa's Slavr Studies
Department.
For further information and a full
schedule of these and other activities
interested persons should contact:
Jaroslav R. Pinczuk, president. Ukrain
ian Academic. Club, University of
Ottawa. Ottawa. Ont. KIN 6N5.

New World Quartet
to perform in N.Y.C.

Tykhy tells...

NEW YORK. N.Y. - The New
World Quartet, formerly the De Vos
Quartet, will appear in concert Mon
day. March 10. at 8 p.m.. at Alice Tully
Hall here at the Lincoln Center.
The members of the quartet, Yuri
Vasilaki. violist; Yosef Yankelev. violi
nist; William Patterson, violinist: and
Ross Harbaugh, cellist, are artists in
residence in Michigan.
The Alice Tully Hall performance is
part of its International Chamber
Music Series.
Mr. Vasilaki,.a Ukrainian, is a mem
ber of UNA Branch 25.

nian countrymen the awareness of
belonging to a distinct Ukrainian na
tion, one of many Slavic nations...; 2.
Arouse quiescent love for the 'native
land, its culture, and heroic (although
tragic) past, so that the futurfe may
become beautiful; 3. Urge every Ukrai
nian to consciously work for the good
for the native nation, the fatherland,
Ukraine; and 4. Appeal to every nonUkrainian of the oblast with the call:
'Let us be brothers! Respect and honor
the language, culture and traditions of
the nation .on whose land you live,
whose bread you eat.' "

(( nntinurd from page 2)

Ukrainians in the free world, especi
ally in America, must unite as a solid
front. Begin working within the politi
cal structures and systems of the coun
tries we live in. If we Ukrainian Ameri
cans don't shed all other political affilia
tions and don't become only Democrats
or Republicans, we will fail. If we don't
bring our youth into the leadership
of our Ukrainian organizations and rid
ourselves of our ineffective old leader
ship. I assure you that as 1 stand before
you today, we Ukrainians will not be
able to help our brothers and sisters in
Ukraine, who are fighting the real battle
for the independence of Ukraine today.
Stop looking back. Forget our differ
ences. Forget our in-fighting. Only you
can make the choice.
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SELF-RELIANCE (J.C.) FEDERAL CREDIT U N I O N
558 Summit Avenue. Jersey City. N.J. 07306

ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP MEETING
will be held

Українське подорожнє бюро SCOPE TRAVEL, INC. має чудесні подорожі
а Україну. По точніші Інформації та повна листування наших тур, теле
фонуйте або пишіть до Дмитра чи МарП Горбай, власники.

on February 24, 1980 at 3:00 p.m.
at the

Ukrainian National Home. 90 96 nest street. Jersey City, N.J.

SCOPE
TRAVEL. Inc.

з 3 ,- f,

Щ MEMBERS ARE C0RDIALL Y INVITED
. BOARD OF DIRECTORS

192-12 northern Boelmrd
flUSHIKG. NT. 1135?
Phor.s: (212) 357-5400
(New York City)

Please send additional information Q
Kim
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UNA Minneapolis District...
(( nntiniu'i! IriHii pafit' .4

sity of Minnesota Immigration Re
search Center after meeting with the
President C. Peter Magrath and Mrs.
Diane Magrath at their residence. A full
report on the findings will be presented
to the Supreme Executive Committee at
its next regular meeting.
In the.presence of Dr. Walter Anastas. professor at the William Mitchell
College of Law. and other Ukrainian
community leaders. Prof. Rudolph J.
Vecoli. director of ihe Immigration
History Research Center, with the aid
of his staff showed the visitors the
facilities, the work accomplished to date
and future perspectives of the center.
The visitors concluded that a wide
field of cooperation can be developed
between the center and the UNA in the
field of Ukrainian immigration history.

REAL ESTATE
A PARADISE UNDER
FLORIDA'S S U N
You can own a vacation villa or retirement home
in the beautiful "UKRAINIAN VILLAGE"
Duplex from S70.000 Villa's from S35 000
Lots from J8.500
Sieps to Ukrainian Church and Hall

SUNNYLAND REALTY
855 N. Park Avenue
Apopka, Florida 32703

(305) 886-3060
Stephen Kowalchuk - Realtor

Soyuz can be helpful to the center in the
preservation of significant archival
materials that are truly irreplaceable.
The UNA will be asked to give the most
serious consideration to the possibility
of assisting the center in its objectives
which are directly compatible with the
commitments of the UNA.
Saturday afternoon. Dr. Flisand Dr.
Kuropas met again with the secretaries
and other officers of UNA branches
comprising the Mineeapolis District.
On the question of dividends as raised
by Mr. Karpiak. Dr. Flis informed
:hose assembled that the next dividend^
to be paid to UNA members will be in
accordance with a new dividend policy
now being worked out by the actuaries.
Many other matters of interest were
raised for discussion including the need
for new and younger secretaries, mer
gers of small branches, the need of a
district organizer and possibility of
additional branches in Minneapolis.
While the rest of the county is crying
for snow, Minneapolis was covered by a
foot of snow and temperatures ran to 13
degrees below zero, scaling down to 41
degrees below with the wind chill factor
considered. The natives didn't consider
that as being cold. Brrrr...

S U N D A Y . FEBRUARY 17. 19X0

Burney named Branchburg
acting police chief
BRANCHBURG. N.J. - John M.
Burney. 41, a detective with the Passaic
County prosecutor's office, was recently
sworn in as Branchburg's acting police
chief and director of public safety. Mr.
Burney. a member of UNA Branch 64.
was selected from a field of over 100
candidates for the job.
His appointment as public safety
director was the first step in the town
ship's plan to form a local police force.
State police stationed in Bridgewater
now patrol Branchburg.
Mr. Burney. who assumed the role of
public safety director on January 21 and
the position of acting police chief prior
to that date, told a local newspaper he
plans to design a "service-oriented"
police department tailored to meet
Branch burg's needs.

coil"Ct at (313) 939-8829 or (313) 271-8730

MAIL ENVELOPES FROM
UKRAINE WANTED,
8uytng anv pos'tally used letter covet.
pre 1950 Attractive pnces For more informa
tion write to John Mirucki.
4329 Melrose Ave., Montreal. Quebec.
Canada H4A 2S7

MR. WILLIAM BOYKO.
The last known address was in Connecticut; his
Christmas cards are postmarked "Hartford"
with no return address William has two sons.

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
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WHY TAX YOURSELF?

\
\
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FIRESIDE TAX CONSULTING
009 UnionStreet, Brooklyn. N Y . 11215
(212) 622-1560

і

and

Ukrainian National
Association
present

ss Rotterdam
7-Day Nassau Cruise

Lincoln Lane, Route 30, East, Latrobe, Pa. 15650
(412) 539-1991

Saturday, May 24, 1980 to Saturday, May 3 1 , 1980

Singles and Doubles - Saturday. May 24. All Team Events Sunday. May 25.
Applications are available from all UNA Branch secretaries.

Bowlers Headquarters. Sheraton Inn. Route 30 East. 100 Sheraton Drive,
Greensburg. Pa. 15601. (412) 836-6060
For further information wrrte or call'
Helen B. Olek. National Bowling Tournament Committee. 7644 W. Rosedale Avenue.
Chicago. III. 6 0 6 3 1 (312) 631-4625
Andrew Krinock, Tournament Chairman. 927 Main Street. Latrobe. Pa. 15650
(412) 539-7792
Betty Mrozenski. Tournament Secretary. 209 Shade St.. Derry. Pa. 15627
(412) 694-8054
Ukrainian National Association. P.O. Box 76. ЗО Montgomery Street
Jersey City. N.J. 07303 (201) 451-2200

for information and Appointment
JOHN R. FARLEY
CAMPBELL HALL, N.Y. 10916
Telephone: (914) 294-53Й1

Holland - ^ America

Must be active UNA member
Bowlers from all UNA Branches in the USA and Canada are cordially invited.
Tournament governed by ABC and WIBC Moral Sanction
May 1. 1980. deadline for all entries.

Make reservations early m Dinner a Refreshments " Dance

r

THE HOLY SPIRIT
UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC
CEMETERY
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TOURNAMENT

Awards will be presented at the Banquet.

і
1
1

Guaranteed prizes for men's and women's team events:
Men's team 1st place - S500: 2nd place - S300
Women's team 1st place - S200; 2nd place - S100
We will provide at least one prize for each 10 entries in the event

Sunday, May 25th, 7:30 p.m. Per person S16 00
Deny Ukrainian Society, 315 Dorothy street. Derry, Pa. 15627

"NOW SERVING"

Let experience work lor you
Contact: M i c h a e l ZapUtny.Consultant

Saturday-Sunday, May 24th and 25th, 1980

Oerry Ukrainian Society

FARLEY MONUMENTS

і
і

FIFTEENTH
NATIONAL BOWLING
TOURNAMENT

BANQUET

He brings 16 years of experience in
the la wv enforcement field to his new
S22.00fca-year job! Most of Mr. Burney`s career was spent in Passaic where
he rose from a patrolman to the rank of
lieutenant. He served as a watch com
mander, training officer and detective
with the department.
Mr. Burney graduated cum laude
with a bachelor's degree in public safety
administration from William Paterson
College in Wayne. N.J. He also holdsa
master's degree in public administration
from the college. He attended John Jay
College of Criminal Justice in New
York City and studied criminal justice
at Rutgers University.
Mr. Burney. his wife Sandra and their
two children reside in Ringwood.`N.J..
His parents, John and Mary Burney;
live in Elm wood ParJt.,N.J.

I ^ N TOEIJNAI
! AND READ
і THE WEEKLY

Anyone ivho knows the whereabouts of
DR. TEODOR KORECKI. veterinarian.
please call
Gen?vieve Bomslawski

Mr. "Tony" Petrow, 817 East 5th Street.
North Vancouver. British Columbia. Canada
V7L I N I . (604) 988-2756 is searching for his
old-time friend,
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Bowlers Social Saturday -

No. 39

Sailing from New York
ш UNA members and their families are cordially invited to join this fabulous cruise lor a relamnc week on
the sea. where you will enioy gracious service and warm Ouch hospitality as well as a two-day stopover
m Nassau where shopping is a delight and the romantic island oilers you fine sand beaches, deep sea
fishing, golf, tennis and paradise island with its dazzling gambling casino and nighttime excitement
Ї This 38 000 ton ship has 11 fully air-conditioned passenger decks. It oflers you a vast ringe of facilities
for your pleasure and comfort - spacious staterooms - deck sports - two swimming pools - movi
theatre - ihrpp sumptuous meals - professional variptv shows - 2 orchestra^ lor dancint - i`anblim.'
casino - discotheque and much more
В This spectacular vacation cruise is geared specifically to our UNA members and their families Come join
the fun! Meet your UNA friends and make new ones! You'Udo exactly what you want to do at your own
pace! You'll have a delightful time1
ш Reservations deadline
MARCH 3 1 . 1980!
for complete details call or і 'ite today to our Tour
Director

Andrew Keybida
19 Rutgers Street Maplewood. N.J. 0 7 0 4 0
Tel.: ( 2 0 1 ) 7 6 2 - 2 8 2 7
aht

ss Rotterdam
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